STATISTICS

SCHOOL PRINCIPLES
2019

Total Adolescent Program enrolments

2018

2017

2016

2015

35

31

45

41

32

Total Primary enrolments

135

127

116

110

124

Total Preschool enrolments

42

56

55

55

57

Total Infant enrolments

27

28

34

40

38

Primary vacancies at year end

10

13

14

24

16

Preschool vacancies at year end

18

9

10

5

1

Cycle 3 transitioning to Cycle 4

92%

88%

88%

69%

71%

Preschoolers transitioning to primary

87%

72%

83%

80%

85%

Year 10 Graduates

5

5

5

5

2

Year 9 Graduates

5

9

17

7

8

Year 6 Graduates

13

16

8

14

14

Students attendance

94%

89%

89%

91%

93%

Teaching and support staff (FTE)

20.7

19.3

20.7

19.9

18.9

4.0

3.7

3.6

3.1

3.1

94%

94%

95%

96%

96%

$2,050

$1,664

$1,506

$1,470

$1,738

$201,741

$232,921*

$211,689**

$15,783

$31,666

Fundraising

$14,715

$17,424

$15,546

$19,048

$15,526

School Building Fund

$15,434

$16,302

$34,268

$11,338

$16,037

Non-teaching staff (FTE)
Staff attendance
Professional development per employee
Surplus (deficit)

*
**

Annual general meeting
Association of Independent Schools SA
Block Grant Authority
Early childhood education
Full time equivalent
Montessori Australia Foundation
Montessori Education Assistance Program
Montessori Schools & Centres Australia

Montessori World Educational Institute
National Australia Indonesian Language Awards
National assessment program: literacy & numeracy
Professional development
Science, technology, engineering, maths
Tournament of Minds
Work, health and safety
Out of school hours care
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The Hills Montessori School operates from modern facilities
in scenic bushland in the Adelaide Hills across two campuses.
We educate approximately 240 students aged from 0-16 in
an Infant Program, Preschool, Primary and Middle School.
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The Preschool opened in Nairne in 1978 and a Cycle 1 primary
class began in 1981. In 1985 we opened a preschool and Cycle
1 primary campus in the former church hall in Aldgate.
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In 1989 we relocated to Anderson Road, Aldgate, which was
made possible through a grant from the Commonwealth
Government and the financial support of parents. In the
second half of 1990 an additional Preschool classroom was
added and another two primary classrooms were completed in
early 1991. Our Science & Technology Centre (now known as
the Common Room) opened in 1994; the Cycle 3 classroom
block was ready for 1997; and a library/resource centre opened
in 1998. The hall and administration centre, made possible
through various grants and school funds, were completed in
2010. In 2014 as part of our 35th Birthday celebrations we
officially named the Anderson Road campus Yultiwirra.
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The Adolescent Program commenced in 2011 on a separate
campus at Wairoa in Stirling. It is South Australia’s first
Montessori Middle School.
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• To offer a Montessori education from birth to adolescence
that guides students in developing their independence,
resourcefulness, self confidence, inner discipline and love of
learning by providing them with a caring, respectful, enriching
and challenging learning environment.

MWEI
NAILA
NAPLAN
PD
STEM
TOMs
WH&S
OSHC

HIGHLIGHTS OF 2019

ENROLMENTS

Includes $40,000 in State Government Capital Grant and $16,410 in Commonwealth Government Capital Grant.
Includes $92,990 in Commonwealth Government Capital Grants

ABBREVIATIONS
AGM
AISSA
BGA
ECE
FTE
MAF
MEAP
MSCA

An independent Infant Program, Preschool, Primary and
Middle School, The Hills Montessori School is a non-profit,
parent/staff run entity. Our objectives are to establish,
develop and maintain a school, based on the philosophy and
educational methods of Dr Maria Montessori. The school
encourages the development of every child to achieve his
or her potential by working cooperatively with parents and
providing programs which cater for individual needs.
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SCHOOL EVENTS
GAMES DAY In Term 1 students from Cycles 2, 3 and 4
joined together to make up six different teams of a mix of ages
and abilities. Teams were faced with six different challenges
that required students to work together. It was wonderful to
see how each group embraced the spirit of the day as they tackled
the challenges with positivity and enthusiasm. A highlight was coming
together at the end to make a circular tightrope with everyone holding
the rope and leaning out to create tension to support Ashleigh as
she carefully walked around. The following day Cycle 1 Primary and
Preschool students held their own Games Day which included an
egg and spoon course, beanbags balancing on heads, a three-legged
track and some parachute fun.
SCIENCE WEEK The theme for Science Week 2019 was
Destination Moon: more missions, more science. Students researched
past missions to the Moon, space programs and future missions
into space. Space programs involve big picture scientific thinking to
solve problems. It requires technology, engineering and mathematics
to design new solutions to help forge future paths in the areas of space
operations, space science, Earth observations, positioning systems and
communications. It was a fascinating week watching young people explore
some big scientific issues!
GRANDPARENTS’/ SPECIAL PERSONS’ DAY The biennial
Grandparents’/ Special Persons’ Day for Yultiwirra students was
held across two mornings in Term 3. Students invited their
Grandparents and special people to share in their school
experience. Around 200 visitors attended across the two
days! They were initially entertained by the choirs, before
enjoying morning tea in the hall and spending some time
in classrooms. We were overwhelmed by the enthusiastic
and positive responses received from our visitors and were
pleased to be able to facilitate the opportunity for these
‘special guests’ to experience a taste of the ‘school life’ of their
grandchildren.
YULTIWIRRA CULTURAL FESTIVAL The inaugural Yultiwirra
Cultural Festival was held in Term 4 and was such a wonderful evening
exhibiting our students’ work and learning in Cultural Studies. It also
provided an opportunity for students to perform and for parents to
share their cultural talents. The weather was perfect, and the food,
refreshments, desserts and children’s passport activities all added to
the success of the event. Special guests Adelindo Angklung and the
Indonesian dancers; Dewi & Devi from Robot Puteri Dance, joined us on
the evening and shared their heritage and culture through dance and
music.
COFFEEHOUSE CABARET Wairoa students ‘staged’ the
Coffeehouse Cabaret in Term 2 presenting three one act plays
over three nights. Cycle 4 students were involved in every
aspect of the evenings – performing, costume and set design,
ticketing and advertising, catering, hospitality. The three
evenings were a ‘sell out’ and the evening performances
were praised favorably by families, staff and friends.
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ROBOTICS The Wairoa robotics team competed at the South
Australian First Lego League competition. Presenting their
fantastic solar-powered mobile phone charger to a panel of judges
and placing fourth in the highly competitive robot game were both
highlights from the day. The team built and programmed lego robots
to complete a variety of challenges. Students worked together to solve
set problems, identify new problems and applications, and design possible
solutions.
SUSTAINABILITY The Year 6 sustainability group focused on
recycling, hosted a representative from KESAB to work with the Cycle
3 students to conduct a waste audit at Yultiwirra. KESAB completed
a report and the recycling team implemented changes based on
recommendations.
GARDENING Preschool students visited the Wairoa productive garden
after one of the Middle School students had been working at Yultiwirra
with the preschool students on their garden. Adolescent students in the
‘Working the Garden’ occupation spent a morning at Wairoa heritage
gardens and also visited ABC presenter Sophie Thompson’s garden,
‘Sophie’s Patch’.
CYCLE 3 MUSICAL Cycle 3 students staged a musical; ‘Kids at Sea’ in
the Aldgate Hall on the last night of Term 3. Younger Yultiwirra students
visited the Aldgate Hall during the day to watch the dress rehearsal.
The evening performance was very well attended by parents, family and
friends.
CYCLE 2 CAMP Cycle 2 students participated in an overnight
camp at Mylor Hall. During the day they enjoyed excursions to
the SA Museum and Cleland National Park.
NATIONAL NOVEL WRITING MONTH Some Waiora
students participated in National Novel Writing Month which
is a challenge presented to write a novel during the thirty days of
November. Some students wrote over 10,000 words during the
challenge!
INDIGENOUS EDUCATION Kaurna representative
Allen Edwards visited the Cycle 1 primary students and
talked to the children about different Indigenous ways
of communicating including through art, dance and
storytelling.
PROTECTIVE PRACTICES Cycle 1 preschool students
had a focus on Protective Practices and subsequently had a
visit from a Police Officer who is a preschool parent.
STEM EDUCATION All classes throughout the year
focused on a variety of STEM activities reflecting the
teachers learning from professional development
sessions.
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PARENTS

ADMINISTRATION

FACILITIES

STAFF DEVELOPMENT

SNIPPETS New parent information/education Snippets sessions
were offered fortnightly throughout the year. These 20 minute ‘bite
sized snippets’ of information and informal discussions for parents
explored a range of topics relating to learning at school and ways
to support children at home.

VALUES, VISION & MISSIONS The School’s Values, Vision
and Mission was reviewed through a process where parents, staff,
students and Board members had the opportunity to contribute and
provide input.

PRESCHOOL YARD REDEVELOPMENT A State
Government capital work grant of $40,000 enabled the Preschool
front yard and play space to be refurbished as part of a two-stage
project. New trees, shrubs and bushes were planted along with
a new beautiful stone edged sandpit and ‘Mud Kitchen’ being
installed. The whole design is very much in keeping with the natural
beauty of our school. The Fundraising Committee allocated $7,040
of funds which paid for the construction of the stone walled sandpit,
water course and the popular water pump at the top of the sandpit.

STEM EDUCATION All teaching staff participated in a number
of sessions throughout the year with Kate Dilger from the SA
Science Teachers Association (SASTA) focusing on developing
problem solving skills, creative and critical thinking through the lens
of a ‘STEM approach’ with particular focus on Science, Engineering
and Design.

PARENT EDUCATION SESSIONS Three different twilight
sessions were offered throughout the year. Kate Dilger, from the
Science Teachers Association presented a staff/parent twilight
session on the STEM approach in education and what that looks
like in a Montessori School.
Andrew Lines, educator and influential contemporary Rites of
Passage creator, presented a twilight session on how to support our
children to be respectful, resilient, responsible and resourceful.
Andrew discussed ways of enhancing the development of our
children by presenting them with age appropriate challenges and
responsibilities, which aligned beautifully with the independence and
child led learning environment within the Montessori classroom.
Shine SA provided a parent information evening called ‘Talk it like it
is’ - a guide around communicating with children about relationships,
sex, protective behaviours and online safety.
YULTIWIRRA CULTURAL FESTIVAL The Fundraising
Committee provided delicious Mexican burrito bowls at the
Yultiwirra Cultural Festival and a number of parents cooked
delicious desserts showcasing their cultural backgrounds. Parents
Caitlin Fry and Sanja Nikolic shared their cultural talents by
performing on the night.

CURRICULUM AUDIT A Commonwealth Government
Curriculum Audit was conducted, with the staff successfully
presenting comprehensive documentation demonstrating the
thorough curriculum planning, recording and reporting that is
undertaken throughout the school.
SCHOOL REVIEW Parents were encouraged to complete an
online school review survey to provide ideas and feedback to help
the school refine practices and implement new initiatives.

YULTIWIRRA STUDENT TOILETS During a holiday period,
a dedicated, creative ‘team’ painted and refreshed the Yultiwirra
student toilets with beautiful designs and positive affirmations
painted onto the doors.

MONTESSORI ADOLESCENT FORUM The 2½-day 2019
national Montessori Adolescent Forum (Meeting in the Middle)
was held and hosted at Wairoa. Thirty five Montessori adolescent
educators attended from around Australia in addition to three
attendees from New Zealand and two attendees from Indonesia.
Five Wairoa staff attended the Forum. Pippa Milroy, Tim Moore
and Dave Coulter all presented sessions at the Forum.

BUSINESS CONTINUITY A Business Continuity Plan was
developed by Paul Noon and a special Finance committee meeting
was dedicated to finalising the document.

NEW DOORS New doors were fitted to the Common Room,
Infant Program room and Library corridor.

ONLINE NAPLAN Cycle 2, 3 and 4 staff were trained in
preparation for online NAPLAN readiness tests.

INTERNET SOLUTIONS A variety of options were investigated
to alleviate ongoing internet and connectivity problems with a
cellular network solution proving successful.

HEAD TO HEAD FORUM Cathy organised and hosted the
two day national Head to Head Forum for Montessori Principals
from around Australia. The aim of the forum is for school leaders
to gather to share ideas, develop practice, tackle challenges and
provide collegial support.
INTERNATIONAL RECOGNITION Pippa Milroy was invited
to speak at an International Montessori Forum in Taipei, Taiwan on
the development of our Montessori Adolescent Program. Pippa was
one of five international speakers and gave a two-hour presentation
on one of the two days of the Forum.

QUIZ NIGHT Approximately 100 school community members
and friends enjoyed our annual Quiz Night. The ‘flower power’
theme, the delicious food prepared by parent Che Zahra, the
amazing silent auction prizes, games, talented and entertaining Quiz
Master Pete Monaghan and cake auction all added to the success of
the night. We raised a record $7512!
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2019 was the Year of the Three R’s – Respect, Responsibility,
Resilience. This year we reviewed our Values, our Mission and Vision
and so it made sense to choose some of our key values for our
whole school focus. The Montessori philosophy is a values based
philosophy and it is what drives our decisions and direction and
informs our daily practice and interactions. We consulted with all
stakeholders: parents, staff, students and Board members early in
the year as we reviewed our values. Not surprisingly, there were
minimal changes but it was important to go through the process
and revisit our values which are the embodiment of what we stand
for and subsequently they are vital in maintaining the culture of
our school.
Throughout the year staff talked with students about Respect,
Responsibility and Resilience and what these values look like,
sound like and feel like. As educators and parents, we have such
a responsibility to model these values to our children and young
people. Values influence how people interact, work together and
make decisions and have a major influence on people living a
purposeful and fruitful life.
Our emphasis for professional development (PD) with staff in 2019
was focusing on ‘Enhancing the Cultural Curriculum’. Particular
attention was paid to developing and enhancing problem solving
skills, creative and critical thinking in students through the lens of
a ‘STEM approach’ with focus on Science, Engineering, Maths and
Design. I would like to thank Dave Coulter for taking the lead role
as Curriculum Coordinator in this area and planning and presenting
inspiring PD opportunities for staff. We were fortunate to also be
guided by Kate Dilger from the SA Science Teachers Association
for a number of our PD sessions. ‘STEM’ is a multi-disciplinary
approach to learning and is a natural fit within the Montessori
curriculum. The STEM approach enhances our students learning
through real world application and helps them see the relevance
of their learning. We saw examples of inquisitive young minds in
our school throughout the year using the rigour and structure of
an engineering design approach coupled with developing skills of
creative thinking, collaboration and courage to experiment, fail,
learn and improve. As staff applied their learning it was wonderful to
witness the enhanced student learning outcomes across the school.
Parents also had new opportunities for learning as we trialed with
great success the ‘Snippets’ sessions with Susan every fortnight.
The 20 minute ‘bite sized snippets’ of information and informal
discussions for parents proved popular and explored a range of
topics relating to learning in our school and ways to support children
at home. Thanks to Susan Harris Evans for planning and presenting
these sessions throughout the year. Libby Roberts also continued
her popular Parent Discussion groups each term supporting parents
and valuing collaboration and partnership as we work together in the
development of our children and young people.
Being a well-established Montessori school, it’s important for
our school to take leadership nationally within the Montessori
community and encourage connection and collaboration. We
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had the opportunity to do this several times throughout the year.
We organised and hosted the national Montessori Head to Head
Forum for Montessori Principals and leaders in May followed up by
organising and hosting the national Montessori Adolescent Forum
in September. Despite both of these events being a lot of work to
organise, plan and prepare they are wonderful ways to showcase our
school and celebrate the exemplary practice whilst also sharing and
learning from other Montessori colleagues who attend. The premise
of both events is to share ideas, develop practice, tackle challenges
and provide collegial support. Overwhelming positive feedback was
received from attendees at both Forums.
At a national level I became very involved during the year in the
establishment of a new national Montessori representative body.
Montessori Schools and Centres Australia (MSCA) was founded
following the demise of the peak body; Montessori Australia
Foundation (MAF). It has been an honour to chair this Board and
work hard with the other inaugural MSCA Board members as
we succeeded in establishing a not for profit, membership based
national representative body that is owned by our community. It is
energising to work with like-minded individuals, and I am passionate
about connecting and uniting our national Montessori community
as I believe that we have much to learn from and much support and
inspiration to offer each other.
It was pleasing to see the completion of the redevelopment of
the Preschool front yard and playground. Thanks to a $40,000
State Government capital works grant along with funds from the
Fundraising committee and school funds, the area was transformed.
The new design was heavily influenced by nature play principles to
further improve the learning opportunities offered to our young
Preschool students. Children and adults alike are delighted with
the results and we look forward to stage two of the project being
completed in 2020. Thanks to Paul Noon and the Infrastructure
and Planning Committee for overseeing and managing this project.
At the 2019 AGM, Paul Daly stepped down as the President of our
School Board. Paul spent eight years on the Board, with five years
in the role of President. Paul ably steered the school in a positive
direction whilst always honouring the Montessori philosophy and
our school values. He gave so generously of his time and expertise
over the eight years and his input and contributions have been
greatly valued. I appreciated his listening ear, guidance and support
over the years and he will be sorely missed by myself and the Board.
In reflecting upon the Year of the Three R’s, I need to single out
the value of respect as I believe it is the key aspect that makes our
community unique. When like-minded people; staff and parents,
work together it can be incredibly inspiring, influential and effectual.
It is said that respect is the single most powerful ingredient in
nourishing relationships and creating a just society, and it is the
cornerstone of the Montessori philosophy.
Much of the Montessori philosophy stems from a deep respect for
children. We believe all people, including children and young people
should be treated with dignity and respect. The culture of our school

is founded on this value and when we embody this and our other
values it makes for an incredibly positive environment in which our
students can learn and develop.
Our school could not be the rich and vibrant learning environment
that it is without the efforts of three groups of people – the staff,
parents and students.
It is a delight to work with like-minded, passionate and committed
people and I thank all of the staff for their hard work, wonderful
team spirit and for making our school the great place that it is.
In particular I would like to thank Susan Harris Evans, Pippa Milroy,
Jodie Searle, Gab Tooth, Anthea Hagar and Paul Noon for their
support, input and hard work in administration and leadership
throughout the year.
There are so many parents who kindly give so much and I sincerely
thank them for sharing their skills and expertise in so many aspects
of the school and generously giving of themselves and their time. I
especially thank the Board and members of committees.
Finally I thank our students who give my work purpose and they
bring delight to us all each day. Their achievements and efforts
reassure me and fill me with hope and optimism for our future.
On a daily basis I am grateful for being a part of a wonderful
community and it is a great privilege in being the Principal of
The Hills Montessori School.

Cathy France Principal

SCHOOL LIFE MEMBERS
Barbara Lupton | 2013

Paula York | 2002

Tracey Spokes | 2014

Steve McNamara | 2004
Barbara Colquhoun | 2004
Debrina Cazzolato | 2007
Anne-Marie Morgan | 2007
Bec Francis | 2013

Julie Ratcliff | 2017
Tony Calvett | 2018

Danny Cazzolato | 2007
Susannah Bowden | 2011

Christine Stichel | 2016

Denise Connelly | 2018
Jen Gibson | 2018
Paul Daly | 2019

Paul Thomas | 2013

VALE KIM THOMPSON
In December we lost our long
standing staff member Kim
Thompson after a long battle
with cancer. As a community
we came together to celebrate
her life. Kim had been part of
our school since the early days,
as a teacher at our first campus
at Nairne (shown in the class photo
below) and in more recent years Kim
spent time working in our OSHC and Vacation
Care program at Yultiwirra campus.
Kim was a strong advocate of Montessori education
and The Hills Montessori School. She touched the lives
of hundreds of our students, parents and teachers. We
are incredibly grateful for the energy, enthusiasm and
friendship that she put into our school community and
are thankful for the abundance of treasured memories
we have of our time with Kim.

PRINCIPAL PROFILE
Cathy France DipT, BEd
After teaching in urban and rural SA and the UK, Cathy joined the
school in 1994 as a Cycle 3 teacher. In 2004 she was appointed
Principal. Cathy enjoys spending time with friends and family, and
indulging in the Arts – music, theatre, art, film. Cathy loves to
entertain and cook, and loves watching the footy.
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2019 was a great year for our school, one in which we can all be proud
of our community.
Paul Daly, the President of our school for five years and treasurer
for three before that, resigned in May 2019. His steady leadership of
the Board for those years has set us on a path of sustainable growth
and investment for our school community. As I replace him in this
position, I feel privileged that the Board and I can see some of the
projects through to their end and start new projects on such a strong
foundation.
Every year the Board works on a few larger tasks identified as part of
our Board action plan. The business continuity plan was created during
the year, thanks to Paul Noon and the Finance Committee for the
extra time and robust discussions to ensure this plan is a document that
can be looked to for guidance come any issues.

I would like to thank all of those involved in the committees of the
school, as well as the parents who have given of their time in the various
events and fundraisers which contribute to the caring community
atmosphere for our students.

Jade Crathern Board President

Jade Crathern PRESIDENT

Anwar Daou

BOARD MEMBER SINCE: March 2017
CHILDREN AT THE SCHOOL: Luca (C3) and Oscar (C2)
COMMITTEES: Executive, Finance
QUALIFICATIONS: Adv Dip Accounting
EMPLOYMENT: Business Services, Humanee

BOARD MEMBER SINCE: May 2019
CHILDREN AT THE SCHOOL: Jak (Cycle 1)
COMMITTEE: Facilities
QUALIFICATIONS: MBA, AssDip (Comp Programming)
EMPLOYMENT: Aveo Group, Sales Manager

Andrew Every VICE PRESIDENT

Lisa Goodwin

BOARD MEMBER SINCE: May 2015-Nov 2017, Dec 2018-Nov 2019
CHILDREN AT THE SCHOOL: Matilda (C3), Jarvis (C2)
COMMITTEE: Executive, Finance
EMPLOYMENT: Acting Manager, Public Transport Operations and

BOARD MEMBER SINCE: 2016
ROLE: Staff Rep
CHILDREN AT THE SCHOOL: Oliver (C4),Maggie (Preschool)
COMMITTEE: Board
QUALIFICATIONS: BEd (JrPrim/Prim), BEd (ECE)
EMPLOYMENT: Cycle 1 Primary Teacher

Planning, Dept of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure

Joshua Ross TREASURER
BOARD MEMBER SINCE: 2017
CHILDREN AT THE SCHOOL: Madeleine (C2), Phoebe (C1),
Harriet (Preschool)
COMMITTEE: Executive, Finance

The Mission, Vision and Values Statement for the school was
reviewed this year. It was an excellent opportunity to reflect upon our
community’s direction and to ensure that our decisions in the future
centre this vision for our students.

QUALIFICATIONS: BA, BSc (Hons), GCEd (HE), PhD

Iain Whitson
BOARD MEMBER SINCE: 2018
CHILDREN AT THE SCHOOL: Lucy(C3), Hazel (C1)
COMMITTEE: Facilities
QUALIFICATIONS: BSc
EMPLOYMENT: Pilot, Babcock MCS Australasia

In looking towards the future, the Special Focus Task Group was asked
to investigate setting up a Foundation for the school in line with our
long term strategic goals. With the support of the Board, this fantastic
work will continue in 2020 to bring to life a Foundation that will grow
with our school and enhance future generations of students.

of Adelaide

Andrew Park

Cathy France PRINCIPAL

Like many families, I was excited to see the work completed in the
preschool front play area. The thoughtful design brings in a beautiful
environment for our younger students, and I look forward to its
completion in 2020.

Marketing, SPTG

BOARD MEMBER SINCE: 2019
CHILDREN AT THE SCHOOL:Kai(C1), Florence (Preschool)
COMMITTEE: Finance
QUALIFICATIONS: BBus (Property)
EMPLOYMENT: Property Investment Manager, Sarah Group

EMPLOYMENT: Prof in Applied Mathematics, University

BOARD MEMBER SINCE: 1995
COMMITTEES: Executive, Finance, Policy, Staffing, Fundraising,
QUALIFICATIONS: DipT, BEd
EMPLOYMENT: School Principal

TOP L-R:

Paul Noon, Iain
Whitson, Andrew
Every, Ivan Cavuoto,
Joshua Ross

FRONT L-R:

Meg Barker, Susan
Harris Evans,
Cathy France, Jade
Were, Lisa Goodwin,
ABSENT:
Andrew Park,
Anwar Daou

Susan Harris Evans ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL
BOARD MEMBER SINCE: 1997
COMMITTEES: WH&S, Finance, Marketing, Staffing
QUALIFICATIONS: MEd, BEd, DipEd (Montessori), DipT, Cert IV

Workplace Assess, Grad Cert Ed (Change Leadership)
EMPLOYMENT: Teacher & Assistant Principal

Paul Noon BUSINESS ADMINISTRATOR
BOARD MEMBER SINCE: 2016
COMMITTEES: Facilities, Finance, Marketing
QUALIFICATIONS: BA (Acc)
EMPLOYMENT: Business Administrator

Meg Barker

Paul Daly
ROLE: Immediate Past President
BOARD MEMBER: 2011-May 2019
ROLE: Retired President

Board members who retired from the Board during the year
Tracey Spokes
BOARD MEMBER SINCE: May 2008 - May 2011; Dec 2017-May

2019

COMMITTEE: Facilities
QUALIFICATIONS: BSc, Grad Dip EIA
EMPLOYMENT: Research Scientist, Australian Biological

Resources Study

BOARD MEMBER SINCE: 2017
CHILDREN AT THE SCHOOL: Oliver (C3)
COMMITTEE: Marketing, Policy | QUALIFICATIONS: BA
EMPLOYMENT: Nature-based Tourism Adviser, DEWNR

Ivano Cavuoto
BOARD MEMBER SINCE: May 2016
CHILDREN AT THE SCHOOL: Sophia (C2)
COMMITTEES: Infrastructure & Planning (Chair)
QUALIFICATIONS: BDes, BArch, Dip Sustainability
EMPLOYMENT: Design Manager & Education Sector Lead,

Badge Constructions
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Nurturing the child’s curiosity

The Hills Montessori School is structured into cycles which
are based on the Montessori developmental phases of
children and young people.
INFANT PROGRAM (& TRANSITION) | 0 – 3 YEARS
CYCLE 1 PRESCHOOL | 3 – 5 YEARS (2 classes)
CYCLE 1 PRIMARY | 5 & 6 YEARS (2 classes)
CYCLE 2 | 6 – 9 YEARS (2 classes)
CYCLE 3 | 9 – 12 YEARS (2 classes)
CYCLE 4 | 12 – 15 YEARS (1 community)
SENIOR YEAR | 16 YEARS (1 community)

25
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50

27

28

In the Middle School 35 students enrolled for 2019 – 14 moving
across from the primary section of the school.
At year end there were 10 vacancies at the Primary Campus.
Approximately 87% of ‘graduating’ Pre-schoolers made the
transition to the primary school.
The Infant Program operated three mornings (with 4 sessions)
each week and continues to be a popular introduction to
Montessori education. It is encouraging to see a higher percentage
of these children now enrolling in the Preschool and continuing
their Montessori educational journey.
In 2019 the Transition to Pre-School was run by Janine Moses on
Wednesday morning in the Infant Program room with visits to the
Pre-School classrooms as the time approached for the children to
move. Very positive feedback has been received from parents in
regard to the program assisting children with their transition.

CYCLE 2

STAFF PROFILE | JANINE MOSES
Janine has been involved with the school for 23
years as a parent and staff member. She has run
the Infant Program for 11 years, and previously
was a key part of the OSHC program and a
Preschool school assistant. She lives in Aldgate,
has two adult children who attended the school,
and enjoys being a part of the Hills community.

DROSERA CL ASS
PROGRAM COORDINATOR: JANINE
AGES: Birth-3 years
CL ASS SIZE: Four sessions each week,
with 10 families each session
PETS: Maria & Kelinci the rabbits

250

200

150

TERM 1

SCHOOL
ENROLMENTS AT
YEAR END

MIDDLE SCHOOL 35

• YEAR FOCUS:
Senses and colour
• Activities to introduce the

children to the five senses and
primary colours
• Planting the garden out with
herbs to create a perfumed
garden
• Lots of water play and
watering the garden
• The addition of the Montessori
stair and ramp equipment into
the classroom
• Five new fish for the aquarium

PRIMARY 135

100

PRESCHOOL 42

50

35

INFANT 27

TERM 4

TERM 2

TERM 3

• FOCUS: Secondary colours
• Painting rocks and finger
• Peeling, coring and spiralling

• FOCUS: Rainbow and
pastel colours
• Grinding spices
• Cutting potatoes and making

• FOCUS: Five tastes
• Black and white activities
• Outdoor sensory walk activity
• Making pancakes with either a

• Peeling mandarins and eggs

• ‘Old Macdonald’ on the

• Christmas activities and a party

painting and making butterflies
apples with the apple machine
and making sushi

chips

listening post

• Lily Lynch did a placement

in the Infant Program on
Fridays and made many lovely
connections with the children
(pitcured left)

sweet or savoury topping

to celebrate the end of the
year

250

AVERAGE CL ASS ENROLMENTS

CYCLE 1 PRIMARY
40

Our Transition Program aims to familiarise parents and
their child with the environment, learning opportunities and
routines of the Preschool. Children and their parent/caregiver
attend for a 2½ hour session once a week the term before the
child starts Preschool.

HIGHLIGHTS
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At The Hills Montessori School we refer to cycles rather than
year levels and students stay with one teacher for three years
(excluding Cycle 1). In the Middle School students are assigned to
an adult advisor for the three or four years they are a part of the
community. Methodologies are employed in each cycle to suit the
corresponding stages of development.
The Infant Program offers four sessions each week with
approximately 12 children and their parent/caregiver in each
session. The Transition Program has up to six children in the
group. Students in Cycle 1 Preschool are grouped into one of two
classes, with a maximum of 20 children per class with two adults.
The Cycle 1 Primary class ceiling is typically 22 children per class,
Cycle 2 class ceiling is typically 24 students and Cycle 3 classes
have a typical ceiling of 26 students. The Middle School is one
whole community and at capacity will have up to 55 students with
advisory groups of 10-15 students.

Janine Moses coordinates the Infant Program and the
Transition Program. Our 0-3 Infant Program aims to provide
parents with the opportunity to engage with their child in a
calm, nurturing Montessori environment. Children and their
parent/caregiver attend for a 1½ hour session weekly.

ENROLMENT DETAILS FOR 2019

MIDDLE SCHOOL 35
200

CYCLE 3

CYCLE 4
& SENIOR YEAR
150

30

PRIMARY 135

100

20

10

INFANT PROGRAM
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CYCLE 1 PRESCHOOL
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CYCLE 1 PRIMARY

CYCLE 2

27

28

CYCLE 3

35

PRESCHOOL 42
INFANT 27
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50
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& SENIOR YEAR

PHOTOS L-R: Chloe spreading butter and vegemite, Finn doing the taste test, Alinta using the listening post and Max enjoying
some time with himself.
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Our preschool classroom is built around the child’s natural curiosity and to encourage a lifelong love of learning.

GOODENIA CL ASS

TEACHER: EMILY
AGES: 3-5 years
SCHOOL ASSISTANTS: Terri, Sammi
& Heidi
CL ASS SIZE: Varied, max 20
PARENT REP: Jane
BIG BROTHER/SISTER: Neila, Thomas
& Zara
PETS: Maria & Kelinci the rabbits

TEACHERS: SUSAN & TRISTEN
AGES: 3-5 years
SCHOOL ASSISTANTS: Narelle &
Heidi
CL ASS SIZE: Varied, max 20
PARENT REP: Maree
BIG BROTHER/SISTER: Jack & Alicia
PETS: Red eyed green tree frogs, Maria
& Kelinci the rabbits

STAFF PROFILES
EMILY EARL BEd (EC)
Emily joined the school in 2010. She has taught
Cycle 1 Primary and Preschool. She loves working
with Preschool children and is studying the
Montessori Diploma (3-6 years). She enjoys the
outdoors, exploring, yoga and spending time with
family and friends.

SUSAN HARRIS EVANS MEd, BEd, DipEd (Montessori), DipT,
Cert IV Workplace Assess, Grad Cert Ed (Change
Leadership)

Susan started teaching at the school in 1997 and
has been Assistant Principal since 2004. Susan
has twin teenagers who graduated from Wairoa in
2017. She loves working with little people and in
her spare time enjoys spending time with family
and travelling with friends.

TERRI ROSS-MARRIOTT Dip Children’s Services
Terri has been the school assistant in the
Preschool for 20 years. Terri’s adult daughter
attended the school. Her interests include
gardening, home renovation, music, travel and
socialising with family and friends.

TRISTEN TURNER BEd (Jr Prim/Prim), B ECE
Tristen began working at the school in 2012.
She has been a Cycle 1 Primary teacher and
Cycle 1 assistant, relief teacher and gardening
specialist. Tristen’s youngest child attends the
school and she enjoys netball, tennis, gardening
and being part of the Hills community.

SAMMI ROLT Dip Early Ed & Care
Sammi Rolt has worked in OSHC for seven years
and has been a Preschool assistant for four years.
Sammi enjoys cooking, nature and spending time
with family and friends.
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icking bed cover to kee

ST

I’m
actually quite
enjoying this. This will make
it stronger. Trevor won’t be able to
get through here. Trevor can walk
on them but can’t get in.
Kai R
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This is
challenging!
Monty

p Tre

vor (
the p

This
bit you put water
through. I just need to put
a few finishing touches to it.
Iris

LEARNING EXPERIENCES
TERM 1

CURRICULUM

TERM 3

TERM 1

• Visits from the Lions Hearing

• Visits from Cycle 3 students for

• Social skills: friendliness

• Excursion to the Aldgate vet for

• Planting native flora and re-

• Maths: time and sequence-

Dogs

Maria and Kelinci’s (Preschool
rabbits) annual check-up and
vaccinations
• Yoga and mindfulness session
with Tanya (Aurora’s mum)
• Bagpipe performance from
Caitlin (Matilda’s mum)
• Observating the life cycle of the
Monarch butterfly first hand
• Installing and growing vegetables
in our new ‘wicking beds’
• Visit from Sammi (staff
member) and her baby Jasper

TERM 2
• Observing the redevelopment of
our outdoor area
• Exploring the bush area and
having physical activity in the
hall daily
• Learning about Serbian culture
with Sanja (Eva’s Mum)
• Trying Swiss ‘Roklet’ for Monty’s
farewell
• Mother’s/Special Person Day:
hosting an afternoon tea

H

BANKSIA CL ASS

HIGHLIGHTS

CHICK-

The Montessori Preschool room is a prepared environment, both inside and out for 3 to 5 year
old children. The Preschool class consists of 20 children with a teacher and assistant. Ten children
attend two or three morning sessions each week. Ten older, Extended Day children attend four
and a half days each week.

C
AT

HIN

G

‘Buddy Reading’

opening our new outdoor area
• Science Week experiments:
simple machines
• Father’s/Special Person Day:
hosting a breakfast and making
key rings out of wooden beads
• Excursion to Wairoa to see the
gardens with Darien (Middle
School student)
• Visit from Gary (Layla’s Dad)
from the SA Police Force

TERM 4
• Cultural Festival evening
• Learning about the lifecycle of a
chicken with the Henny Penny
Hatching Program
• Visit from horse vet Simone
(Scarlett’s Aunty) and Scarlett’s
pet ponies ‘Thelma’ and ‘Lois’
while learning about mammals
• Christmas celebration:
Decorating ceramic bird feeders
as gifts, making decorations,
singing Christmas carols,
practicing present wrapping

It’s going to
crack. It’s going
to crack!
Oliver

Hello!
Dallas

virtue focus

calendar, days, months, seasons
• Colours: primary and secondary;
colour mixing
• Human Biology: the five senses
and external body parts
• Science: Wicking bed
investigations; exploring the
properties of sand, water, gravel
and dirt; capillary action

TERM 2

• Social skills: Emotions and

feelings, facial expressions
• Virtues: Respect- celebrating
and respecting family origins and
cultural practices
• Maths: Time and sequenceo’clock focus
• Geography: Living/non-living,
land/air/water, land forms, study
of the seven continents
• Cultural: Family origins and
traditions
• Science: Engineering Design
Challenge- wicking bed cover

Look
its learning how
to stand! Those ones
already know how to stand!
Amelia

I knew it was
going to be a chick!
Raphael

TERM 3

• Social skills: Protective practices
• Virtues: Responsibility - caring
for our new outdoor area

• Language: Rhyme focus
• Maths: Introduction to

measurement- length, weight,
data collection
• Cultural: Astronomy introduction to our solar system
• Weather- hot/cold, wind, water
cycle (clouds and rain), rainbows
• Science: Exploring water’s
properties

TERM 4

• Social skills: entering play,

negotiating, taking turn, rules
of play
• Virtues: Resilience
• Maths: Introduction to shape
and patterns
• Zoology: Invertebrates/
vertebrates introduction; study
of main five vertebrate groups,
life cycles
• Science: Engineering Design
Challenge- create a vertical
water wall
• Cultural: Exploring family
traditions

Sometimes my
friends are a rainbow to me,
and they go all the way, down
into my tummy! Layla

NARELLE KENNING Cert III Children’s Services, Dip Child Services
Narelle has been school assistant in the Preschool
since 2010 and is also the coordinator of our
Childcare Program which is available to Preschool
children. Narelle has two daughters and enjoys
cooking, music, yoga, meditation and spending
time with family and friends.
ossu

m) o
u

t!

We are making
different bits
and then putting it
together. Sam

I reckon mine
will work because Trevor
will just slide off. Kai G
PHOTOS L-R: Ava doing the magic milk Science Week experiment, Wairoa excursion with Middle School student Darien, Iris looking closely at
the monarch butterfly and Kai using a telescope.
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Our program provides students with an environment and curriculum that excites, engages and individualises their learning.

Cycle 1 Primary children are 5-7 years old. This cycle concentrates on developing a work ethic
and encouraging independence in learning with the teacher as the facilitator.

HIGHLIGHTS

TERM 1

CORREA CL ASS

IXODIA CL ASS

TEACHERS: LISA & DEBBIE

TEACHERS: RUTH & L AUREN

AGES: 5-7 years
SCHOOL ASSISTANTS: Heidi & Susan
CL ASS SIZE: 17
PARENT REP: Alexis
BIG BROTHER/SISTER: Sophie & James
PETS: 4 stick insects

AGES: 5-7 years
SCHOOL ASSISTANT: Heidi & Susan
CL ASS SIZE: 17
PARENT REP: Samantha
BIG BROTHER/SISTER: Frances &
Carl
PETS: Zabby the yabby

STAFF PROFILES
LISA GOODWIN BEd (JrPrim/Prim), BEd (ECE)
Lisa began teaching Cycle 1 Preschool in 2012
and moved to Cycle 1 Primary where she enjoys
working across the cycle. Mother to three
children, Lisa spends any free time doing yoga,
running, baking, and spending time with family
and friends.

RUTH NISBET DipT (ECE), BEd (ECE)
Ruth has been at the school since 1998. She has
worked in Cycles 1 and 2, but Cycle 1 Primary has
been her home since 2000, and she loves this age
group. Married with four children and grandchildren,
Ruth enjoys walking, gardening, doing puzzles,
reading, chatting and spending time with her family.

DEBBIE LYNCH DipT (ECE)
Debbie has been teaching in the school since
1991. She has taught in the Preschool and Cycle
1 Primary where she’s enjoyed the children’s love
of learning and enthusiasm for school. Debbie is
mum to Dusty and loves swimming at the beach,
gardening and generally being creative.

LAUREN KERVERS B Hlth Sci, DipT (Mid, Sec)
Lauren Kervers has taught for eight years,
integrating with Montessori in a variety of roles over
the past three years. Her family of six enjoy the
hills community through sporting, local markets and
just about any outdoor adventure. This year she has
worked in Cycle 1 & 4.

PHOTOS L-R: Jak working on a building bridge STEM activity, Oscar showing his Leonardo portrait, Freya practicing her letters,
Tabby working on the division board.
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CURRICULUM

LEARNING EXPERIENCES
• Cycle 1 (primary and preschool)
get togethers

• Exploring two dimensional shapes
• Measuring water
• Air and water experiments
• Identifying big emotions and
learning about negotiating with
friends

TERM 2
• Learning about Grace Cossington
Smith
• Premiers Reading Challenge
• Making and eating mushroom
risotto (Ixodia)
• Building a pulley seat in the bush
• Leaf sweeping

• Book week events
• Science week activities
• Planting our flower garden

(Ixodia)
• Book week excursion to the
Stirling Library
• Visit from Kaurna elder Allen
Edward
• Grandparents’ Day
• Watching the Cycle 3 play

TERM 4
• Germinating seeds and growing
our garden (Ixodia)
• Making mandalas
• Celebration craft
• Class café World of Noodles
(Ixodia)
• Cycle 2 get togethers
• Making bees wax wraps (Correa)
• Sewing

TERM 1

• The parachute STEM challenge
• Cycle 1 games day
• Data collection walk
• Going on morning runs
• Making muffins
• Setting up our aquarium and
getting fish (Ixodia)

• Using the tepee

TERM 2
• STEM challenges: building
bridges; making levers
• Fungi hunting and dissection
(Ixodia)
• Learning about simple machines
• Getting a yabby
• Setting up a stick insect
environment (Correa)
• Leaf collection and identifying
leaf shapes
• Cooperative and resilience games

TERM 3

TERM 3

• Learning about the human body
and meeting Bob the skeleton

• STEM project: building helmets
• Creating stories and drawing the
story symbols on small rocks

• Scavenger hunt in the bush
• Learning about and watching

videos of some Dreaming stories

TERM 4

• Experiments with fluffy slime and
making Lego volcanoes

• Cooking - making waffles and
pancakes

• Making lemonade as a science
experiment

• Writing limerick and acrostic
poems

• Study of polygons
• Finding symmetry and
transforming shapes

• Learning about the solar system

I enjoyed using the
lifecycle of a frog activity
and then I wrote funny stories
about frogs. Clancy

Cooking is so good
because I learn how
to do new things.
Annabel

Green box
work is tricky because
the letters make different
sounds than you think.
Mila

This
is better than
the shop one!
Hazel, when making
lemonade

The children were kind
when I joined Cycle 1. I’ve
made lots of friends.
Micah

PHOTOS L-R: Micah and Lucy serving food at the ‘World of Noodle’ café, Dusty working on a singular/plural box, Grandparents Day.
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Our multi-aged classrooms provide an environment for students to learn as individuals and also as members of a supportive class group.
Aged 6 to 9, Cycle 2 children are in the second plane of development which is characterised by
the development of the child’s imagination, socialisation and sense of moral justice. In Cycle 2
we aim to create a learning environment that encourages and inspires the child to be attracted
to, and in awe of, the wonders of the world.
DIANELL A CL ASS

ACACIA CL ASS

TEACHER: PENNY

TEACHER: ROSI & CHRISTINE

AGES: 6-9 years
SCHOOL ASSISTANT: Lyn
CL ASS SIZE: 25
CYCLE 2 CHOIR: Megan Fishers
PARENT REPS: Kat & Vanessa
BIG BROTHER/SISTER: Jessie & Daisy
PETS: Chickens, stick insects, Siamese
fighting fish

AGES: 6-9 years
SCHOOL ASSISTANT: Sam & Janine
CL ASS SIZE: 24
CYCLE 2 CHOIR: Megan Fishers
PARENT REP: Amanda
BIG BROTHER/SISTER: Jack & Alicia
PETS: Chickens, tropical fish, budgies

STAFF PROFILES
PENNY RAVEN BEd (JrPrim/Prim), BA
After completing her final year practicum in Julie
Ratcliff’s class in 2008 and then working at the
school part-time, she has been a full-time teacher
since 2017. Penny is married, has two adults sons and
her hobbies revolve around tennis, travel and walking
on the beach with her two golden retrievers.

ROSI HARDY BA, DipEd, GradDipEd (Montessori)
Rosi began working in the Preschool in 1993 and
began teaching in Cycle 2 in 1998. Her three children
all began their schooling at The Hills Montessori
School. In her spare time Rosi enjoys cruising on the
River Murray in her old wooden boat, helping with a
beehive, an orchard and growing vegetables.

LYN GRYKA Cert III Educational Support
Since 2008, Lyn has been a school assistant at both
campuses. She enjoys reading, art & craft,
and is an active member of the Blackwood Lions Club.

SAM CAMERON BEd (ECE), BA
Sam began her teaching career this year in Cycle 2
after graduating from Flinders University in 2018
where she completed her final year placement at
The Hills Montessori School. In her spare time, she
enjoys reading and travelling, particularly to the U.S.

PHOTOS L-R: Rosi’s class making marmalade, Arthur demonstrating a muslim prayer position, Sophia and Pearl presenting for their
Day of the Girl fundraiser, Charlotte and Oscar closely observing a science activity.
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HIGHLIGHTS
LEARNING EXPERIENCES

TERM 1

• Chinese New Year
• Sharing assembly
• Gardening with Robert | all year
• Move to Learn | Terms 1 & 2
• Choir | all year
• Community breakfast
• Traffic tallying
• Dinosaur Time Machine Fringe show
• Year 3 recorder with Maree | all
year

TERM 2

• Sharing assembly
• Cycle 2 music concert
• Mothers’ Day
• Knitting club | Terms 1 & 2
• Soup making
• Ramadan
• NAPLAN
• Yoga with Tammy
• Friendship quilt
• Push and Pull STEM activities

Most of all I
enjoyed doing lots of STEM
activities.
Mackenzie

CURRICULUM
TERM 3

• Mylor camp
• Cleland Wildlife Park and SA

Museum
• Book Week excursion
• Fathers’ Day marmalade and Batik
hanky
• Grandparents/Special Persons Day
• Continent study – Indonesia
• Indonesian Independence Day
Games
• Indonesian Cooking
• Science week
• Bee-Bot STEM tasks
• Tennis with Shane Stokes

TERM 4

• Choir performance at the sharing
assembly
• Cycle 1 & 2 ‘get togethers’
• Transition day
• School photos
• Team game fitness lessons
• Choir performance at Stirling
Library
• End of year concert
• STEM tasks
• Cultural Festival
• Shared Christmas lunch

I really liked the
way I never gave up. I try
and try again.
Indigo

TERM 1

TERM 3

• Science and geography activities

• Online NAPLAN practise
• Threatened species and

based around the Five Great
Stories
• World festivals and celebrations
• Marbling
• Premier’s Reading Challenge
• Recounts, persuasive writing,
narratives
• Cursive handwriting | all year
• Parts of speech, punctuation
• Number facts, problem solving
• Money and time

conservation

• Studies of Indonesia
• Geography - landforms
• Book week art, Fathers’ day crafts
• Cooking: Traditional food of
Indonesia, making marmalade

• Health hustle
• Bee-Bot STEM
• Well-being sessions with Libby

TERM 2
• World festivals and celebrations:
Ramadan
• Science investigations and
experiments
• STEM activities
• The first ten elements of the
periodic table
• Touch typing skills
• Test tube division
• Lines, shapes, regular and irregular,
angles and perimeter

Most of all I really
liked playing down bush.
Ashlee

TERM 4

• Botany: native flora
• Physics: design and technology
• Well-being – team building
exercises

• World festivals and celebrations:

Diwali, Thanksgiving, St Nicholas,
Hannukah and Christmas
• STEM – engineering tasks
• Christmas crafts
• Beeswax wraps

I really liked the
way I never gave up writing
even though it was hard.
Arthur

PHOTOS L-R: Sadie getting messy, SA Museum camp excursion, Jarvis and Molly cooking.
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Our integrated approach with its foundations in global values encourages a cohesive community and promotes a sense of belonging.

Aged 9 to 12, Cycle 3 children are in the age of stability and the intellectual period. Children
seek experts, resources and experiences beyond the classroom: relating learning to real
life experiences helps the child make sense of the world. There is greater responsibility,
independence in learning and self-organisation, and opportunities for children to voice their
opinions and ideas and begin to make decisions for themselves.
CALLISTEMON CL ASS

GREVILLEA CL ASS

TEACHERS : NAT & SUZIE
AGES:9-12 years
SCHOOL ASSISTANTS: Ester & Toni
CL ASS SIZE: 28
CYCLE 3 CHOIR: Megan Fishers
PARENT REP: Nicki
PETS: 1 chicken

TEACHERS: CHRISTINE & SUZIE
AGES:9-12 years
SCHOOL ASSISTANTS: Ester & Toni
CL ASS SIZE: 28
CYCLE 3 CHOIR: Megan Fishers
PARENT REP: Kath
PETS: 2 chickens

STAFF PROFILES

ESTER CALABRO | Cert III Mont Studies, Cert III Ed Support
Ester began working as a school assistant at the
school in 2009. Ester loves to spend time with
her family and friends. She enjoys exploring new
places, reading, music and photography.

PHOTOS L-R: Bec and Jack at the billy-cart making activity, Christine’s and Suzie’s class on excursion at St. Peters cathedral, Satine at
the rock climbing elective, students entering the water on the Aquatics camp at Port Hughes.
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volunteers

• Billy carting Yr. 6 leadership day
• Clean Up Australia Day at

Carripook Park
• Games Day with the whole school
• Community Group activities
exploring team work and thinking
skills (all year)

TERM 2
• Cycle 3 Musical (Kids at Sea)
practice and preparations
• School Service – Service learning
• Places of Worship excursion to
St Peters Cathedral & Buddha
House
• Board games days to celebrate
the end of term

• Kids at Sea performance
• Sci World workshop focused on
building Space Colonies

• Sci World presentation on

astronomy in the Star Dome

science morning
• Christine’s class excursion:
Geocaching in the city and China
Town visit, to complement maths
curriculum
• Nat’s class excursions: Festival
Theatre, Capri Theatre and
Parliament House as a part of Yr.
6 major projects
• Buddy Reading with Cycle 1
• Tournament Of Minds
• Book Week visit to Stirling Library
to see Michael Gerard Bauer

TERM 4
• End of year excursion to Marion
outdoor pool
• Camp to Port Hughes on the
Yorke Peninsula
• Being a part of the Year 6
Graduation Ceremony
• Listening to guest speakers, and
participating in activities during
Graduate weeks (term 3 and 4)
• Making and giving kris kringle
gifts and Christmas party

The
Sustainability grioup
made me feel like I was
helping Earth. Harvey K

DS

CHRISTINE PERRY | B Teaching & Learning, Dip Outdoor Rec
Christine joined the school in 2014. She spent 10
years working as an outdoor education manager and
helped organise and run the Cycle 3 aquatic camps for
seven years. Christine enjoys the outdoors, adventure
activities, art and craft.

• Science Week whole school

TERM 1

• Electives presented by parent

TERM 3

SUZIE SAFFIN | BEd
Suzie has been part of the Cycle 3 team for many
years and now with two young boys she is enjoying
learning more about the Montessori Preschool
through the eyes of a three year old! Suzie loves
the outdoors and spending time with her family.

CURRICULUM

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

KI

NATALIE COSTELLO | BEd (Jr Prim/Prim), Enrolled Nurse
Nat began teaching at the school in Cycle 3 in 2007
and is studying a Graduate Diploma in Montessori
Education. She enjoys music, gardening, camping,
kayaking, cooking, travelling and spending time with
her family and friends.

HIGHLIGHTS

I love science, which
made Sci-world a major
highlight of the year.
Jack S

Designing the carousel
was very hard and fun.
Darcy K,
Tournament of Minds

TERM 1

TERM 3

• Visual arts including line, tone,

• Research and science activities

• Free choice research projects
• Persuasive writing tasks
• Research and creative thinking

• Destination Box – geography

collage, lettering, composition

tasks related to ‘Impacts of
Technology’
• Learning about maths numeration
• Reading groups

TERM 2
• Research and activities related to
world beliefs
• Sorry Day writing tasks and
sharing of stories
• Poetry writing
• Shared class novels
• Learning about fractions, decimals
and percentages in maths
• STEM challenges to introduce
design thinking process
• Procedural writing tasks
• Debating (terms 2-4)

AT

SE

U
AM

SICAL

related to space, our solar system
projects

• Year 6 major projects
• Dream house area and perimeter
maths task

• Chemistry science experiments

focused on variables, predictions

• Letter writing for community
service program

TERM 4

• Christmas activities and craft
• Conducting surveys for data and
graphing in maths

• Using technology to create graphs
• Chance and probability games
• Writing tasks
• Research and science tasks
related to the human body

• Growth and development focused
on sexual health and relationships

• Journal writing on camp
• Public speaking at graduation

The end song was
unbelievably awesome!
The emotions that we felt were
crazy. Rebecca A

At
the end when we
sang the last song and the
curtain closed, the feeling is
unexplainable.
Sophie G

The
Sultanas were
super snazzy.
Satine

PHOTOS L-R: Caeleb with a beach find on camp, the full cast and crew of the Kids at Sea musical.
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The Adolescent Program provides an enriching and challenging
environment for young people.
The Adolescent Program focuses on the middle years of schooling (12 to 15/16 years of age). Early adolescence is a period of
immense growth and change – physically, psychologically and socially. It is a time of adult identity formation, during which
young people make decisions about the place and relevance of formal education in their lives.
The program fosters the sense of being a valued part of a community, with responsibilities towards others and purposeful work
that arises from the concerns of the community and the needs of the place.

WAIROA CAMPUS | GUIDES: PIPPA, TIM, DAVE & L AUREN
AGES: 12-16 years | SIZE: 35 students
SCHOOL ASSISTANTS: Wendy, Kiri, Denise, Gabrielle, Robert
PARENT REPS: Amy & Susan
ANIMALS: Chickens, bees (sometimes), dog (Chilli)

STAFF PROFILES
PIPPA MILROY GradDipEd, BA, Mont Orientation to Adoles Studies

Founding co-ordinator of the adolescent program, Pippa
Milroy has worked in education for many years in both
secondary and tertiary settings. Her diverse background
spans medical science, English literature and teacher
education and, along with her love of camping, travel,
theatre, gardening and food, provides a great foundation
for working with the middle years. Her three daughters
are all Montessori graduates.

TIM MOORE BEd (Upper Prim/Lower Sec) MEd (Soc Just)

Drawing on experience in the secondary and tertiary
sectors, Tim Moore has forged a passion for transformative
learning. As one of the founding teachers of the adolescent
program he works across the curriculum and life of the
community. Outside of school he is an accomplished
singer-songwriter, father of three, kitchen table
philosopher and lover of good books and great adventures.

LAUREN KERVERS BA, MT (Mid, Sec)

Lauren Kervers has taught for eight years, integrating
with Montessori in a variety of roles over the past three.
Her family of six enjoy the hills community through
sporting, local markets and just about any outdoor
adventure. This year she has worked in Cycle 1 & 4.

DAVID COULTER BA, BEd (Prim/Mid)

Before joining HMS in 2016, Dave taught for eight years
in independent schools in Adelaide. He especially loves
teaching maths, art, PE and occupations, but mostly he
likes getting his hands dirty and helping students to make
things and solve problems. In his spare time he enjoys
playing with his two children, gardening, building things,
music, running, cooking, camping and the beach.

WENDY BIRCH GradDipT, BAppSc (Physics)

Wendy joined the Wairoa Community in 2013 as a school
assistant. Having worked in the education system for
many years, she enjoys helping students to achieve and
have fun learning. Wendy is interested in sewing, travelling
and spending time with her family.

DENISE MANSON

Denise is a keen cook and also runs her own catering
business. She has previously worked as Food Officer for
the Adelaide Hills and for Adelaide Hills Wine Region,
organising events such as the wine festival Crush. She is
a gardening and diy tragic, voracious reader and loves a
lively debate.

PHOTOS L-R: Pippas Pirates on their first term Big Day Out, Dexter and Kit in the lab, Lilly and Tara preparing their Jamaican feast for Taste
of the World, exploring Mannum on the Geology Learning Links camp
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HIGHLIGHTS
LEARNING EXPERIENCES
TERM 1

• Out of Chaos festival performance
• Renovating the seminar room
• Heart dissections
• Woodhouse camp
• Tastes of the World festival
• WoW ‘Women of Wairoa’
• Wellbeing Conference
• Sophie’s Patch garden tour
• Work experience
TERM 2
• Coffeehouse Cabaret: Cretaceous
Afterlife original play, amazing sets
from production design team,
curated finger food to match the
plays
• Wairoa election
• YMCA coaching skills
• Earthship Ironbank and Christie’s
Walk visits
• Autumn Crunch Café
• Sci-World visit
• Food program highlights
TERM 3

• Darien’s pre-school visit day
• Michael’s song-writing
• Dog visits

CURRICULUM

• Satire and irony discussions
TERM 1
• Waite campus genetics experience • Pastel portraits
• Scrambling up Mannum Falls on
• Still life drawing
Learning Links camp
• Bookgroups
• ‘Mid-year examination’ quiz night • Persuasive advertising
• Cultural studies expo
• Cell biology
• Bouldering
• Year 10 work experience
• Catering the conference
• Circulatory system
• Indoor hockey
• Overview of the 20th Century
• German cooking with Andreas
TERM 4
• NaNoWriMo novel writing group
• Humanities ‘Trip to China’
• Plato’s Cave & The Matrix
• Girls’ karaoke sleepover
• Snake bench construction
• Robotics FLL competition
• Coraline bookgroup
• Graduation and end-of-year events
• Exhibition of Work and Learning
• Spinning, knitting and crochet
• Vegie people in Genetics
• Indonesian seasonal poems
• Ral Ral kayak expedition
• Aquatics camp @ Victor AND
West Beach
• Masterchef Trangia cook-off
• Kris kringle

TERM 2

• One act plays
• Sustainable architecture occ
• Quadratics
• Measurement
• Photography
• Chemistry
• Ancient civilisations study
TERM 3

• ‘Reading around an Issue’
bookgroups

• Trigonometry
• Geology
• Genetics
• Water sustainability
• Farming fibres occ
• Investigating machines
occupation

• Preserving food occupation
• Independent projects
• Streetwise group
• Contrasting charcoal
• Screen printing
• Orienteering
TERM 4

• Building outdoor spaces occupation
• Writing fiction
• Sound and light
• Genetics applications
• Climate science
• Seminar maths
• Chance and data
• Speech writing
• Robotics
• Bahasa Indonesia poetry festival
• Acro-yoga
• Ultimate frisbee

This
community runs really
well and this is because everyone
respects each other and can work well in
a team. When I do a group task with people
it doesn’t matter who I work with it will
usually go well. Taran Y9

I have learnt that
being independent can be
challenging and easy all at
the same time.
Macy Y7

(Visiting
Mannum on our Geology
Learning Links camp) Taking all
of those things that we had already
learnt in the classroom and using those
skills and information when we were seeing
it in real life was really helpful for me to
fully cement all the ideas.
Aimee Y8

I have
always enjoyed the
I think there’s
simplicity of mathematics
something super special
but in this semester I have been
about sharing food — especially
able to look into more complex
when you helped to make it. I’ve
developed in my kitchen skills from the and mind boggling theories.
Ruby Y9
more ambitious cooks we’ve done; such
as making sorbet, tiramisu, and baking
bread! Renad Y10

PHOTOS L-R: Cretaceous Afterlife cabaret performance, Ral Ral kayak expedition, Dexter working on the weaving loom
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2019 signified Leadership years for 13 Year 6 students in Cycle 3. The Hills Montessori School runs a very unique Graduate
Program for Year 6 students. It is a special year in the child’s journey at the school with many responsibilities and privileges
bestowed upon them.
The Graduates always love arriving at their leadership year as most
GRADUATION CEREMONY
of them have watched the leaders before them during their two
years in Cycle 3. It is nearly like a succession program. During this
significant year, they attend a leadership day, where they construct
Billycarts, working as a team and overcoming many challenges.
They are allocated a Big Brother/Sister class to assist in. This sees
them visit their buddy class once a week and offer guidance for their
younger peers and an extra pair of hands for the class teachers. At
the commencement of their leadership year, they apply for various
committees such as the Year 6 jumper committee, open day guides,
school event helpers, Leadership committee (formerly SRC), ICT
managers, Sports committee and assembly hosts.
Another distinctive component of the Leadership year is their
Graduate week. Each student is allocated a week during term 4
whereby the focus of the class is wholly on them. They construct
a photo board sharing their life journey so far, a ‘me bag’ – which
has treasured artefacts they may have kept over their life, a guest
speaker and also they devise a graduate activity for the whole class
to participate in. This is traditionally a passion or interest of theirs
and provides the class community with an extra opportunity to
understand the graduate of the week.

YEAR 6 GRADUATES
Rebecca Abrahams
Frances Rooney
Sophie Griffiths
Neila Turner
Carl Kaethner

Jesse Ellbourn
Ethan Cope
Thomas Rayner
Alicia Falvo
Jack Schuddebeurs

James Bedson
Daisy Barton
Zara Young

This year’s Graduation ceremony was held on Wednesday 5th
December in the Yultiwirra Hall. The hall looked particularly
impressive this year with handmade bunting with each graduate’s
name, fairy lights and an array of floral arrangements donated and
arranged by many of the Cycle 3 Year 6 parents. Each graduate
prepared meaningful, mature and heartfelt speeches which publicly
outlined their journey through Primary school. All graduates of
2019 should be commended for this; the standard for their age was
remarkable. They all acknowledged their past teachers and shared
the significance The Hills Montessori School has had in shaping
their characters. Following the formal part of the Graduation, the
graduates and Cycle 3 staff ventured to The Haus and enjoyed
dinner together. This concluded a memorable evening.

GRADUATES OF 2019
This group were a united cohort. They embraced every opportunity
given and in fact made their obstacles, stepping stones. The
graduates not only made a memorable contribution to our class and
Cycle communities but also to the school. We thank you for your
willingness to accept responsibility consistently throughout the
year. It is not an easy task managing the workload of being a Year 6
plus the commitments associated with being a leader in our school.
We wish you all the best as you embark on the next stage of your
journey.

One of the nights
of my life! Ethan C

Graduation was the
most emotional and fun night
of the year.
Rebecca A

BACK ROW L-R: Christine, Rebecca, Frances, Daisy, Neila, James, Carl, Nat. FRONT ROW: Alicia, Jack, Thomas, Sophie, Jesse,
Ethan, Zara.
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At the Exhibition of Work and Learning our Cycle 4 graduates and senior students made a joint speech celebrating their
time with us, with personal memories, keen observations, advice to younger students, and plenty of humour.
CYCLE 4 GRADUATES
Ruby Sierp
Jamie Smigielski
Taran Sanderson
Dexter Kenny
Kai Derry

EYNESBURY SENIOR COLLEGE
CORNERSTONE COLLEGE
CONCORDIA COLLEGE
MT BARKER WALDORF SCHOOL
CABRA COLLEGE

YEAR 10 SENIORS
Jacob Buringa
Renad Alhajji
Demelza Metha
Jackson Lockyer
Corey Stewart

HILLS CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY SENIOR COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY SENIOR COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY SENIOR COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY SENIOR COLLEGE

For the last three or four years these young people have spent a
significant amount of their waking time with us. Each one of them
has worked hard at getting better at doing lots of things, each one
has taken part in experiences that have challenged them, and each
has achieved things of which they were rightly proud.
Each one has changed remarkably; has grown and developed in
knowledge, interests, skills, passions, and daring; and has stepped in
or stepped up to say or do things that matter. We know that we’ll
have the privilege of seeing each of them again, sooner or later, and
look forward to hearing about the next chapter.

Pippa Milroy		

Adolescent Program Coordinator

It was only on
graduation day that I realised
how much I was going to miss some
of the people leaving. The term had
been so busy up until then; it felt like
I’ve been given many
the day would never come.
opportunities to improve, even
Renad
if they’re small. It is all because of
this school, that I can organise
at all!
Demelza

One powerful moment
was when we were on camp
and some people were capsizing and
everyone came together to help them get
their kayak up, get all the water out and
get them back inside the kayak.
Taran

BACK ROW L-R: Jacob, Jackson, Kai, Taran, Corey. FRONT ROW L-R: Jamie, Ruby, Renad, Demelza, Dexter.
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Cultural Festival
Our inaugural Yultiwirra Cultural Festival was held in Term 4
and was a wonderful opportunity for our school community
to come together and celebrate our students work in Cultural
Studies, with classrooms transformed by colourful displays and
installations that showcased cultural learning across the Cycles.
The evening included a delicious Mexican banquet prepared by
the fundraising committee whilst students performed alongside
special guests, who shared their heritage and culture through
dance, music, art and song. Passport activities took guests
from classroom to classroom where students could
try their hand at everything from
origami, mask making
and even chopstick
lessons!

At The Hills Montessori School we pride ourselves on providing
students with a secure, happy and rich environment where they
learn at their own rate, undertaking tasks appropriate to their level
of development, in a caring and non-competitive atmosphere. We
enrol and educate students with a diverse range of academic abilities,
skills and talents, and we provide a broad based, hands on curriculum
supporting individual needs. The Montessori approach focuses on
holistic education and supports students at each stage of their
development to achieve their best by attending to their weaknesses
and encouraging their strengths.
The My School Website publishes data and information about every
school in Australia. The website is one mechanism of reporting
and it continues to have a strong focus on National Assessment
Program—Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN) results as a measure
of school performance. NAPLAN test results are only one indicator
of student and school performance. There are many other indicators
that inform current and prospective parents of school performance,
such as quality staff, pastoral care, child security and safety, the
school environment, philosophy and methodology, values and beliefs,
facilities, and resources.
NAPLAN tests are one of many assessment instruments used in
classrooms and results help us to reflect upon current practice, plan
professional development for staff, inform decision making and
provide support to students in need.
The chart below shows the percentage of students who achieved the
national benchmark in the NAPLAN tests. The chart clearly shows
results vary from year to year, depending on the size and nature of

NAPL AN RESULTS 2019
Yr 3

Yr 5

SPELLING

100%

94%

100% 100%

GRAMMAR/PUNCTUATION

100%

100%

100% 100%

WRITING

100%

100%

100% 100%

READING

93%

100%

100% 100%

100%

100%

100% 100%

NUMERACY

Yr 7

the student cohort. When looking at the NAPLAN data results,
parents should be mindful of some issues:
• NAPLAN tests provide only one snapshot of selected aspects of
what students know and can do.
• NAPLAN test results must be considered in conjunction with other
school assessment practices.
• NAPLAN tests only assess two aspects of the curriculum—literacy
and numeracy.
• NAPLAN tests sample only a small part of what students learn
during the course of a year.
• No test is able to perfectly measure a student’s level of
achievement and all tests are subject to a certain amount of
measurement error. This means that there will always be a margin of
error surrounding a school’s average score.
• The smaller the number of students tested, the larger the margin of
error.
• The Hills Montessori School has an extremely small cohort of
students who sit the test.
• Due to the small cohort at The Hills Montessori School, if one
student does not achieve the minimum national standard it greatly
affects the percentages and gives a skewed representation.
• Students who are absent are not included in the results however
students who are ‘exempt’ due to disabilities or learning difficulties
are scored as having not achieved the benchmark and are counted
in the school’s average score.
• Parents have the choice of withdrawing their child from the tests.
• All students at school are encouraged to sit all of the tests.
• NAPLAN results are based on one test of 40 questions
administered once a year for literacy and numeracy.

Yr 9

NAPL AN RESULTS 5 YEAR AVERAGE
100%

Year 3

95%

Year 5

90%

Year 7
85%

Year 9

80%

SPELLING
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GRAMMAR &
PUNCTUATION

WRITING

READING

NUMERACY
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LEARNING SUPPORT

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

INDONESIAN | CYCLE 1 & 2

INDONESIAN | CYCLE 3 & 4

Anne Winter, Nikki Green

Attila Nandori

Ibu Ellis Robb

Ibu Lyndal Chittleborough

The Learning Support Program is a collaborative effort between the
class teacher, Anne, Nikki the support assistant and the classroom
assistants. The Program covers Cycle 1-4 and has a Literacy or
Maths focus depending on the child’s need.
The students work on a 1:1 basis or in small groups mainly in the
classroom or withdrawn from the room if they request. Use of
computers to practice skills introduced by the teachers is an
efficient way to provide revision which is an essential part of a
support program.
Consultation between Anne and the student is encouraged in
identifying effective ways of learning. The intervention is not
always academically focused but supportive of where the child is
operating emotionally on the day and also involves supporting the
child with time management and organisational skills. Thanks to all
staff who have embraced the Learning Support Program and Anne,
Ruth, Cathy and David for their input to the Special Education
Committee meetings.
The students should be proud of their achievements and I personally
have enjoyed being part of their development in becoming
independent learners.

Both campuses enjoyed our Games Day held at the Yultiwirra
campus. All Cycles were split into six groups and tackled a number
of different challenges.
Brad West ran a hockey clinic for Cycle 3. Later in the year some
of the Cycle 3 boys represented the hills district in a SAPSASA
hockey event.
Our Adolescent Program celebrated the Wellbeing Conference at
the end of Term 1 along with students from Southern Montessori.
The Conference included sessions on fitness, nutrition, yoga,
supporting a healthy mind, and understanding our personality.
Professionals in their field who graciously volunteered their time ran
each of the sessions.
Thanks to the Sporting Schools funding we had four weeks of
basketball for Cycle 3 students. The Cycle 2 students enjoyed
a four-week tennis clinic that introduced a series of games and
techniques to improve their abilities.
Special guest Sam, a student from Cycle 4, took on the project of
running PE sessions with Cycle 2 for most of Term 3. The students
enjoyed the opportunity to work with someone new and experience
a range of new activities.
Cycle 4 enjoyed the indoor bouldering excursion. Students
challenged themselves on a range of climbs.
Attila participated in the Montessori Football training course for a
week at Melbourne Montessori.

Young learners continued to explore different cultural practices and
language related use through games e.g. ‘Hom Pim Pah’, ‘suten/
suwitan’ and activities requiring turn-taking, e.g. board games ‘Ular
dan Tangga’ and ‘Congklak’. They expanded their communication
skills and repertoire, learning specific vocabulary and expressions.
The students enjoyed having the ‘Gamelan’ traditional music
ensemble in the school in Term 4, developing auditory fluency and
understanding of how Gamelan differs greatly from Western musical
traditions. Cycle 2 students played classical compositions and a rap
song which they demonstrated at the End of Year school concert.
Together with Preschool and Cycle 1 students they all performed
‘Selamat Hari Natal’ (We Wish You a Merry Christmas).
Stories, traditions, identity, symbols and meanings were studied as
part of the Indonesian Independence Day celebration (17 August).
Other fun activities included; a fashion parade of traditional
costumes staged by Preschool and Cycle 1 students, group races of
traditional games by Cycle 2 students and a selection of authentic
Indonesian food enjoyed by all. Through the year students met other
local and interstate Indonesian people, including professional dance
groups ‘Robot Dance’ and ‘Suara Indonesia’.

Both Cycle 3 and Cycle 4 worked on their own personal rationale
for studying the language of our nearest neighbour. In terms 1 and 2
both cycles engaged in revision and new activities with a strong oral
focus to enrich vocabulary and extend grammar knowledge. Thus
finessed, all students were then able to fine tune their listening and
speech with highlights being:
• the most creative national speech entries to date
• a punchy poetry celebration to end the year where students
recited their own compositions about Feelings and Seasons
off-by-heart
• supported engagement with the listening component of
HSC exams
Hearing stories of how siblings used commonly understood
words and phrases to discuss the order of the day at home was
also affirming or how our students strive to make their learning
meaningful. As always, it has been a delight throughout 2019 to see
how thoughtfully each Cycle engages in tasks when they know that
their posters, books and films crafted in Indonesian would be shared
not only with their Cycle but across Cycles.

TEACHER PROFILE | ANNE WINTER DipEd
Anne has taught at the school for 29 years,
as a school assistant, resource manager, class
teacher, support teacher and parent. Anne’s
interests include travel, music, movies and
spending time with family and friends.
TEACHER PROFILE | NIKKI GREEN Cert II Education
Nikki has been working as the Learning Support
Assistant since 2018 but joined the school as
a parent with her 2 daughters in 2012. Nikki
enjoys walking her dogs and running, spending
time with friends and exploring Australia with
her family in their caravan.

TEACHER PROFILE | ATTILA NANDORI BEd (Prim/Mid)
Attila Nandori commenced teaching at the school
in 2013. Attila appreciates working across a
diverse age range teaching physical education at
both campuses. Attila enjoys outdoor climbing,
indoor bouldering and the occasional camping and
surfing trip.

PHOTOS L-R: Attila at the Montessori Football training course, Jackson at the Cycle 4 bouldering excursion, Acro-yoga with the Cycle 4

students, Pepe and Blake took part in the SAPSASA Hockey state carnival.
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TEACHER PROFILE | ELLIS ROBB BEd
Ellis is one of a handful of native-born
Indonesian language teachers registered to
teach in SA. She uses her background in
traditional Indonesian dance, music, craft and
cookery to engage students. Ellis began
teaching at the school in 2006.

TEACHER PROFILE | LYNDAL CHITTLEBOROUGH
GradDipEd, BA, GradDip (Applied Linguistics)
Lyndal joined the school in 2010. She has
taught in the NT (including seven years on
Aboriginal Lands) Germany and Indonesia.
She teaches languages using oral games, play
scripts, songs and chants.

PHOTOS L-R: Attila helping Ashleigh balance during Games Day, Cycle 3 students playing the Gamelan ensemble.
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MUSIC
Maree Clarke & Bonnie Scott (term 4)
‘Music education uniquely contributes to the emotional, physical,
social and cognitive growth of all students.’
Our school’s music program offers a diverse range of musically
based activities aimed towards developing repertoire, musicianship
and performance elements. Whole class music lessons provide
opportunities for our preschool and primary school students at the
Yultiwirra campus to work together in large or small groups as well as
individually. In addition to these classes, a Year 3 recorder ensemble
meets each week for a 40 min. lesson.
Highlights included:
Year 6 Spicks ‘n Specks challenges • Festival of Arts performances
•Short film and soundtrack creation with Cycle 3 • Preschool
Percussion • Recorder Ensemble • Marimba and xylophone
performances • Cycle 1 &2, 3 &4 Music concerts
• End of Year Concert performances
TEACHER PROFILE | MAREE CLARKE DipT, BEd
Maree began teaching at the school in 1991
and has also taught Cycle 1 & 2 classes. She
has been the specialist music teacher for
the Yultiwirra students since 2005. Maree
is married with one son who is a Montessori
graduate. She enjoys the piano, gardening,
tennis, reading and craft activities.
TEACHER PROFILE | BONNIE SCOTT BSc, MTeach EC
Bonnie began teaching at the school in 2019
first as a relief teacher in preschool and primary
classes and then in the specialist music role in
Term 4. Bonnie likes to spend her free time
enjoying the outdoors with her two dogs,
reading, and going to live music performances.

INSTRUMENT LESSONS
Instrumental lessons continued, and we thank our specialist music
teachers for the expertise they offer our students. Individual tuition
was offered by:
• Megan Fishers (voice and C2 & 3 choirs) • Lisa Taverna (piano)
• Sanjay Taverna (guitar, ukelele and drums).

RESOURCE CENTRE
Marissa Woods
Each class visits the library weekly. In addition to borrowing books
or reading, Cycle 1 and 2 have stories read to them. Cycle 3
students watch Behind The News.
The fiction and non fiction book collection is expanding steadily
along with the Montessori Cultural Resources.
This year the book week theme was ‘Reading is my superpower’.
Staff read stories to different classes and all classes visited the
Stirling Library to see Michael Gerard Bauer (Author) or Sci-World
– Planetary Show.
Many students completed the Premiers Reading Challenge again,
helping to develop children’s reading skills and introducing them to a
range of authors and topics. Well done to everyone!
This year we ran our first Scholastic Book Fair with an amazing
response from families we managed to raise $1,000 for new books
in our library. With another $1,500 raised from the Scholastic Book
Clubs throughout the year. Thank you to families who donated
books to celebrate their child’s birthday. All donated birthday books
are acknowledged with a sticker inside the front cover.
STAFF PROFILE | MARISSA WOODS
Marissa Woods began working at the school in
2010. Marissa previously worked at the Morgan
Public Library, and currently works two days a
week at the Alexandrina Council in the library
and customer service area.

STUDENT WELLBEING

GARDENING

Libby Roberts

Robert Doolan

This year, I have worked across each of the cycles, visiting classes
to work with the whole cycle, and also working individually with
students and parents when there are additional stresses in their lives
such as ill health, family changes or learning and social challenges.
I have thoroughly enjoyed getting to know the students, and visiting
the cycles is a great way for me to connect with the children, build
a relationship so that they feel comfortable to speak to me, and also
see how each child manages in the classroom environment.
This year, I have also been able to spend time with parents who
have visited for individual meetings and sessions with me, and
those that have attended the parent discussion mornings. We have
talked about a range of topics including parent self-care, supporting
friendships and promoting kindness in our own children, and helping
our children to manage emotions. These mornings are always a great
way for me to connect with our parent community, and I really
enjoy the thoughts and ideas each parent brings to these sessions.
With teachers, I am able to work with them to directly discuss and
brainstorm ideas for supporting the emotional and social wellbeing
of the children in their cycle. I am looking forward to being at
the school more next year, supporting our great teachers as they
endeavour to respond to each individual child’s needs.

This year I have worked with each Cycle on many different tasks
in the garden and around the Yultiwirra campus. These include
watering plants and weeding garden beds, planting new garden areas
around the school, installing water irrigation systems to help with
summer holiday watering and slowly restoring the paths through our
native bush area.
I have spent time with the sustainability group in Cycle 3 working
towards improving our recycling practices throughout the
school and getting the students to take on more of the recycling
responsibilities. This included collecting the paper recycling from
each classroom and sorting the 10c refundable items. This has
enabled them to see the problems we face whist recycling in a
school and allowed them to try and come up with suitable solutions.
I have enjoyed working with the students and would like to thank
them for their hard work and dedication to their tasks.

STAFF PROFILE | LIBBY ROBERTS BSc (PsychSc),
Grad Cert (Grief, Loss & Trauma Counselling)

After graduating from the Uni of SA in 2004
with an Occupational Therapy (OT) degree Libby
worked initially in pediatric OT, then moved into
Child and Adolescent Mental health roles in
Victoria and SA, undertaking additional study in
counselling and Cognitive Behavioural Therapy.
She loves working in a school environment, building
relationships with the students and their families.

STAFF PROFILE | ROBERT DOOLAN Cert III ECEC,
Cert III Cabinet Making

A qualified cabinet maker, Robert began at the
school in 2015, undertaking maintenance and
grounds work and working with the Adolescent
Program students. He enjoys working with
Yultiwirra students in the garden. Married with
two children, Robert enjoys camping and spending
time with his family.

STAFF PROFILE | MEGAN LYNCH Cert III Community
Services, Cert IV Youth Work

PHOTOS L-R: Book Week costumes for 2019 - A collection of Dorothy’s; Portia, Rosalia and Haddie, Clancy as Peter the Pelican,
Matilda from The Secret Garden and Kai as Fantastic Mr. Fox.
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Megan returned to Montessori as a school
assistant and then as OSHC/ Vacation Care
Co-ordinator. Megan has 3 children who
attended the school and enjoys watching and
playing sports with them, as well as beach walks,
camping and going to the theatre.

OSHC
Megan Lynch
2019 was an action packed year in OSHC and Vacation Care.
Not only did we power through the four terms with haste, but
our Vacation Care weeks also saw us revisit some of our favourite
activities and explore a whole lot of new places and spaces.
This year we learnt how to play croquet, how to construct a variety
of kites and also that it takes 16 people to hug the big oak tree at
Stangate House. We travelled around the world in 15 days, from
Alaska to India and everywhere in between. We learnt how to
Bollywood dance and play Quidditch with hockey stick brooms.
We’ve time warped through history with a spry timeline of fun.
Exploring the modern world, the Renaissance, chemistry, creating
big bang balloon art, hieraglyphics and cave art all were amazing,
but nothing compared to dinosaur day. Jak said it best- “every day
should be dinosaur day.”
We have also participated in many celebrations in OSHC and as
part of the greater school umbrella, including Science Week, Book
week, Reconciliation week, NAIDOC week and we loved making
God’s Eyes for the school’s cultural festival.
The OSHC team continues to operate under the guiding care of
Roxy, Jen, Yarran, Angus and Holly and we welcomed two new faces
into our team this year, Maddy and Clinton. Both have brought
lovely new ideas, activities and energy into our OSHC environment.
Morgan has also joined us this year as a volunteer, the
children have enjoyed playing group
games and sports with her.
Thank you for your support
of the OSHC and
Vacation Care Program
throughout 2019.
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STAFF PROFILES
ANTHEA HAGAR | Community Engagement Officer BA
Anthea joined the school in 2017 as Community
Engagement Officer. She has a strong
background in public relations, marketing and
social media management. Anthea has three
children who attend the school and she and her
family love living in the Adelaide Hills.
PAUL NOON | Business Administrator BA (Acc)
Paul joined the school in 2016. Married with
four children, Paul enjoys nothing more than
spending time with his family. He also enjoys
football, cricket, golf, eating, watching a good
movie with snacks, good music, sleeping in and
tranquility.

JODIE SEARLE | Receptionist/Enrolment Officer/ Admin
Assistant Dip Nurs
Jodie has been involved in the school for 10
years as a parent and volunteer. Since 2012 she
has worked as a school assistant, receptionist,
enrolment officer and administrative assistant.
Jodie enjoys running, being outdoors and
spending time with her family.
GABRIELLE TOOTH | Receptionist/Finance Officer/Wairoa
Admin Assistant BComm
Gab joined our team as a finance assistant and
receptionist in 2015. She has two children and
enjoys long summer days at the beach with her
family.

Committees are chaired by Board members and are an
essential part of the school’s operation. Thanks to the parents,
students, staff and their families who worked to improve the
school and support its operations in 2019. We are grateful to
all members who have shared their energy and expertise.
INFRASTRUCTURE & PL ANNING
CHAIR: Ivano Cavuoto
MEMBERS: Robert Doolan, David Coulter, Anwar Daou,
Paul Noon, Terri Ross-Marriott and Iain Whitson
Asset management priorities utilising the annual capital expenditure
budget were planned for both the Yultiwirra and Wairoa campuses.
• The Block Grant Authority (BGA) Cycle 1 Outdoor Learning Area
project was officially opened.
• The planned upgrade to the rooftop fire sprinkler system on the
Yultiwirra administration and hall building was completed.
• New sliding doors were installed in both Pre-school classrooms.
• Term 3 saw the completion of the landscaping works by Climbing Tree,
to the Outdoor Learning Area for the Cycle 1 Preschool. The project
was made possible following a $40k State Government grant.
• A working bee in Term 3 involved the garden planting in the Preschool
Outdoor Learning Area. The native plants were procured from grant
funding received from a Bushman Tanks’ community grant. Special
thanks to parent Andrew Every for preparing the grant application.
• Cycle 3 had a major roof replacement to its outdoor learning area.
Thanks to Robert Doolan for this work.
• A Play Safe audit of the Yultiwirra outdoor area was completed.
• A school-wide LED lighting replacement program began, with some
outdoor lighting installed and new lights to Cycles 2 and 3 to follow.
• A beautification of the toilet block at the Yulitiwirra campus was
undertaken. Thanks go to Anthea Hagar for initiating this project.
• Wairoa’s security system was extended and upgraded.
• New glazed doors were installed for the Library, Hall, Infant Program
and Common Room.
• New lawn was laid adjacent to the Cycle 1 Preschool building. Special
thanks go to parent Paul Evangelista for his assistance with this work.
• A new commercial oven has been procured for Wairoa campus, which
will be installed as part of the campus upgrade works in 2020.
• The 2020 BGA grant application for enhanced student learning and
teacher preparation spaces at Wairoa was successful. Thanks go to Paul
Noon for his work in preparing the grant application.
• A bluestone retaining wall was installed outside the Cycle 2 classrooms
and along the courtyard’s pathways replacing old wooden sleepers.
Many thanks to all the committee members for their input and a big
thanks to all the school community representatives who have put in the
time to help with working bees and special projects throughout the year.

FINANCE

2019 began with the preparation of the school’s financial statements
for the year ended 31 December 2018. Nexia Edwards Marshall audited
and signed-off the financial statements, without qualification, which
were tabled at the school’s AGM. The School satisfied all statutory and
regulatory financial reporting obligations throughout the year.
Management of the school’s 2019 budget was of primary importance to
the Finance Committee. The School’s approved 2019 budget expected
a $119k operating surplus, including Building Fund donations, fundraising
income and Out of School Hours Care and Day Care operations;
however, the School realised a $201k operating surplus for the year. This
favourable result was largely attributable to additional Commonwealth
and State Government recurrent funding. The School community
generously donated $15k to the Building Fund and generated $14k in
fundraising monies, with both funds to be reinvested into the School.
Debtor management continued to be a focus throughout the year to
ensure sound cash management, ensuring that families didn’t accumulate
unsustainable levels of debt. The School’s outstanding debts at the end of
2019 were favourably comparable to the same time in 2018.
In addition to financial and management reporting commitments, the
Finance Committee identified the following strategies as part of its 2019
Operational Plan:
Develop a Business Continuity Plan
The School Board ratified the committee’s Business Continuity Plan
that provides a flexible and reliable framework to the School to manage
the response to any school disruption or emergency, maintain critical
activities and recover from an incident quickly and efficiently.
Re-prioritise the School’s major capital and development investment
strategies according to the Master Plan
The Finance Committee prepared a discussion paper for the School
Board identifying major development and investment strategies
according to the Master Plan, present day needs and visions. The School
Board agreed on ranked priorities that subsequently formed part of the
School’s five year financial plan.
The Finance Committee also reviewed and updated the following policy
and procedures in 2019:
• Montessori Education Assistance Program Policy
• Montessori Education Assistance Program Procedures
• Fee Policy
• Fee Procedures
• Consumables Budgets Procedures
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all members of the Finance
Committee for volunteering their time and supporting the School during
the year. A special mention of thanks is extended to Jade Crathern who,
after being appointed to Board President in May 2019 stepped down
as Finance Chair, and to Andrew Every, after retiring from the Finance
Committee in October 2019 after serving the School for many years on
the Finance Committee, Infrastructure and Planning Committee and
the Special Projects Task Group. The Finance Committee welcomed new
member, Andrew Park, in June 2019.

CHAIR: Jade Crathern (until June 2019), Joshua Ross (from July 2019)
MEMBERS: Paul Daly (retired May 2019), Andrew Every (retired

PHOTOS: OSHC fun throughout the year.
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October 2019), Andrew Park (commenced June 2019), Cathy France,
Susan Harris Evans, Pippa Milroy, Paul Noon
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CHAIR: Anthea Hagar
MEMBERS: Meg Barker, Cathy France, Susan Harris Evans,

Paul Noon, Jodie Searle, Nicki Stewart

•
•
•
•

Fl6P Consumable Budgets • HR2P Industrial Relations
H14P Staff Leave • H14P Long Service Leave
ST3P Class Allocation, Transition and Orientation
ST5P Safe and Supportive Environment Parent Pamphlet and
Appendix for Bullying & Harassment
ST5P Safe and Supportive Environments
ST5P Safe and Supportive Environments brochures 3-6 year old,
6-12 year old, 12-15 year old
ST7P Student Absenteeism • ST11P Entry Testing
ST15P Incident, Injury and Illness • ST16P Preschool Water Use

The Marketing Committee meets monthly to consider the most
effective and engaging ways to promote Montessori principles and
practices within the school community.

•
•

The committee also aims to increase understanding of a Montessori
education in the wider community by developing ways to market the
school, increase visibility and promote points of quality and difference.

•
•

Significant undertakings for the year included:
• Website updates to enhance user experience, increase online bookings
for Open Days and continue to grow the Old Scholar data base.
• Update an image library with Yultiwirra and Wairoa photoshoots which
were used across the website, Facebook and advertising campaigns

STAFFING

Facebook continues to be a successful platform to connect with current
families to promote school events and activities, highlight students’
experience in the classroom and connect with our outside community.
The Hills Montessori Old Scholars Facebook page (HMOS), has
enabled us to connect with the old scholar community and in
conjunction with website, has assisted us to build the Old Scholar
data base.

• Susan met with Iain Whitson to review our Risk Management Plan,
to better describe ‘risk definitions’. This work is ongoing.
• Safety and playground audits were conducted throughout the year
and resulting recommendations were acted upon including the
Preschool Outdoor Space redevelopment.
• Evacuation drills were carried out for internal and external fires and
lock-in procedures.
• All areas of the WH&S Management Plan were implemented.
• In 2019 policies were reviewed to consider their duplication within the
school’s main policy documentation.
• Electrical checks of equipment were completed.
Thank you to all who gave their time to ensure a safe environment.

CHAIR: Cathy France
MEMBERS: Susan Harris Evans, Pippa Milroy co-opted staff

SPECIAL PROJECT TASK GROUP (SPTG)

members

CHAIR: Andrew Every
MEMBERS: Cathy France, Paul Noon, Janene Thompson, Amanda

The Staffing Committee convenes as required to recruit and appoint
new staff. Members are co-opted from the staff and to work with the
Principal and Assistant Principals. Panels prepare advertisements,
compile job and person specifications, shortlist applicants, conduct
interviews, check referees and appoint new staff.

Prance, Paul Wood

In 2019 the Board assigned the SPTG committee to investigate the
establishment of a school Foundation. A committee meeting was held
each month between March and August with the final report and
recommendation submitted to the Board in August.

The committee gathered the school community together at Mount
Barker Wallis cinemas for a screening of the documentary ‘2040’.
It was a wonderful opportunity to reflect on our environment and hear
some postive climate stories.
The annual Quiz Night was a joyful night with a ‘flower power’ theme
with faux afro-wigs and psychedelic colours of the 60s on display. Pete
Monaghan MC’d the evening brilliantly, encouraging people to dig
deep into their pockets while playing games and completing challenges.
The silent auction items were a major fundraiser and we thank all our
sponsors for the event.
For the first time the school hosted a Yultiwirra Cultural Festival
bringing the community together and were treated to marvellous
cultural work, Indonesian dancing and participated in classroom
activities. Beautiful performances by the students and other cultural
groups made the night a celebration of all cultures. The fundraising
committee provided delicious budda bowls for dinner. Drinks and
cultural desserts were also available for purchase.
Fundraising efforts were supplemented by a Mount Barker Bunnings
sausage sizzle, raffles, magic squares and the always popular gingerbread
house competition.

We thank all of the fundraising committee members for their time and
The following staffing panels convened in 2019 to appoint staff:
dedication. We also thank the school community for all the donations
• C1 school assistant – Susan Jenner was appointed
of time, energy, funds and goods throughout the year.
In March the committee investigated the situation, gathering
• C2 school assistant – Samantha Cameron was appointed
Increase use of videos on the Facebook Page and website.
information, with Amanda’s previous involvement in the development
• C3 school assistant – Toni Coleman was appointed
of the Melbourne Montessori Foundation proving invaluable.
Public Relations was an effective tool to assist with building profile,
FUNDS
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The Hills Montessori School staff
comprises a committed and dedicated
team of professionals who work hard and
are passionate about children and young
people and their learning, Montessori
education and developing their own
professional learning. We are proud
of the stability and loyalty of our staff
which provides continuity and a settled,
secure environment for students.

STAFFING CHANGES
Libby Roberts hours were increased in her
role as Student Wellbeing Worker working
across the two campuses.
Heidi Kaethner was appointed on a
12-month contract to work two mornings
a week in preschool as Terri Ross-Marriott
reduced time to three mornings a week.
Rosi Hardy reduced time to 0.8FTE and
Christine Perry (Term 1&2) and Samantha
Cameron (Term 3&4) worked with Rosi’s
Cycle 2 class one day per week.
Megan Lynch’s OSHC administrative
hours were increased in her role as OSHC
Coordinator.
Jodie Searle reduced her time as a
receptionist by one day per fortnight and
Susan Jenner filled this position for two
terms.

Susan Jenner was appointed in Terms 1,2 &
4 working as a school assistant supporting
students in Cycle 1.

34 | STAFFING

We farewelled Kiri Lay at the end of Term
1 as she resigned from her position as a
Kitchen Specialist at Wairoa. Sammi Rolt
has been on maternity leave for twelve
months and tendered her resignation as the
OSHC Coordinator.
We farewelled Toni Coleman and Susan
Jenner at the end of the year.

In addition to Montessori training, we need to keep abreast of
national educational initiatives and innovations and government
requirements. Consequently, our staff attend a variety of
professional development opportunities and where appropriate,
and within time constraints, staff try to disseminate and share
information and knowledge amongst their colleagues.
There is other professional development that is accessed
throughout the year which addresses specific needs of our
school &/or student body eg epipen training, dealing with
diabetes, manual handling.
We thank the staff for their commitment to their professional
learning and the passion they all continue to show for life long
learning.

CL ASSROOM

Devising Movement and Physicality and Acting - 101 Character
Development | Pippa Milroy

teaching staff

dT
err
i at

General Capabilities | Wairoa teaching staff
Australian Curriculum Progressions | Yultiwirra teaching staff

the 60’s Quiz Night

Positive Behaviour | Natalie Costello
Understanding Learning Difficulties | Susan Jenner, Heidi Kaethner,

Sam Cameron and Nikki Green

Teaching Maths through a STEM/design thinking approach | Yultiwirra

teaching staff

Why Maths is the Key | Pippa Milroy & Dave Coulter
Teaching Sustainability as a cross curriculum priority: Climate change
resources for teachers | Pippa Milroy
Australian Curriculum Progressions | Susan Harris Evans & Suzie Saffin
Understanding autism and effective strategies for primary school
teachers | Natalie Costello
Identifying, Understanding and Supporting a student with a specific
Learning Disability | Anne Winter
Paradigm Shifters Learning Symposium | Christine Perry
Enhancing the Cultural Curriculum: Place-based Education | All

teaching staff

Kodaly music conference: ‘Integrating Indigenous Perspectives’ | Maree

Clarke

Educating for the Future - reframing rigour, validity and fairness for
student success in the 21st century | Tim Moore
Constructs for Pedagogical Improvement | Susan Harris Evans & Suzie

INTERNAL APPOINTMENTS
Christine Perry was appointed as an IT
assistant at Yultiwirra for one day a week
in Term 3 & 4.

Average expenditure on professional learning per staff
member was $2050. Staff members were involved in a
variety of professional development activities throughout the
year. In addition, several staff members pursued professional
development at their own expense and in their own time.
Key activities are outlined below.
It is imperative that our staff are provided with the resources to
access quality professional development each year. In particular
it is important to be able to access Montessori professional
development opportunities so that staff can refine their skills
and knowledge which in turn has positive benefits for student
learning outcomes. In South Australia we are able to access the
Montessori World Educational Institute (MWEI) courses and
various staff attended a variety of MWEI workshops covering
different curriculum areas.

Enhancing the Cultural Curriculum – Utilising a STEM Approach | All
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In 2019 Sammi Rolt was granted parenting
leave. Stacey Lamb who had been on 2 years
parenting leave tendered her resignation as
she and her family moved to Queensland.
Kiri Lay tendered her resignation from the
Wairoa Kitchen Specialist position at the
end of Term 1. We also farewelled two school
assistants on 12 month contracts at the end
of the year. All other staff from 2019 were
retained.
University student teachers completed
their practicums at our school across the
year. We appreciate the opportunity to
involve university students in our school and
believe it will shape their future teaching
and work with students. Thank you to the
teaching staff for the time and effort given in
mentoring and supporting student teachers.

Samantha Cameron was appointed on a
12-month contract working as a school
assistant supporting students in Cycle 2.
Toni Coleman was appointed on a 12-month
contract working as a school assistant
supporting students in Cycle 3.
Christine Perry was re-appointed on a
12-month contract as a 0.8FTE Cycle 3
teacher and 0.2FTE Cycle 2 teacher in Term
1 & 2.
Tristen Turner was re-appointed on a
12-month contract as a Preschool teacher
working two and a half days a week tandem
teaching with Susan Harris Evans.
Samantha Cameron was appointed on a two
term contract working as a 0.2FTE Cycle 2
teacher in Term 3 & 4.
Lauren Kervers was re-appointed on a
12-month contract as a 0.6FTE Cycle 4
teacher in the Adolescent Program and
0.4FTE Cycle 1 teacher.
Heidi Kaethner was re-appointed on a
12-month contract working as a school
assistant supporting students in Cycle 1.
Nikki Green was re-appointed on a
12-month contract working as a Learning
Support school assistant supporting students
across Cycle 1 – 3 with disabilities and
learning difficulties.
Gabrielle Maher was re-appointed on
a 12-month contract as a part time Art
Specialist Assistant at Wairoa.
Robert Doolan was re-appointed on a
12-month contract in the role of gardening
assistant working with Yultiwirra students on
class gardens.
Denise Manson was appointed on a three
term contract as a part time Kitchen
Specialist at Wairoa.
Bonnie Scott was appointed on a one term
contract as a Music teacher at Yultiwirra
covering Maree Clarke’s extended sick leave.
Clinton Donald, Maddy Ryan and Holly
Bottroff were appointed as casual OSHC
workers.
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The Reconciliation Action Plan process | All teaching staff
Online NAPLAN readiness tests training | Cycle 2, 3, 4 teaching staff

WELLBEING
Andrew Lines - Respect, Responsibility, Resilience | All teaching staff

& assistants & parents

Three Pillars of Transforming Care | Natalie Costello

MONTESSORI
MWEI Foundation Theory of the Montessori philosophy | Susan Jenner,

Samantha Cameron, Toni Coleman

MSCA Montessori Adolescent Forum (Adelaide) | Pippa Milroy, David

Coulter, Tim Moore, Wendy Birch, Alice Nisbet, Cathy France

Montessori Adolescent Colloquium (Amsterdam) | Pippa Milroy
Montessori Australia Early Childhood Conference (Gold Coast,
Queensland) | Susan Harris Evans & Narelle Kenning
International Montessori Adolescent Program Forum (Taipei, Taiwan) |

Pippa Milroy

MSCA Head to Head Forum | Cathy France & Susan Harris Evans

ADMINISTRATION
Website Training | Anthea Hagar & Jodie Searle
Online NAPLAN readiness | Susan Harris Evans & Christine Perry
PCSchool conference (Gold Coast) | Jodie Searle

Saffin

Safeguarding student data | Paul Noon

Science, Engineering and Design - developing problem solving skills,
creative and critical thinking | All teaching staff

Fire Extinguisher training | All staff
Qikkids training | Gabrielle Tooth

Nature Pedagogy in Action | Tristen Turner & Terri Ross-Marriott

Professional Learning Conversations for Leaders | Pippa Milroy
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COMMIT TEE MEMBERSHIPS
• Association of School Business Administrators | Paul Noon
• MWEI | Susan Harris Evans
• Education Standards Board | Cathy France

AISSA
• Heads of School | Cathy France
• Schools Group Representative Committee | Cathy France
• Early Childhood Reference Group | Susan Harris Evans
• Business Administrators | Paul Noon
• Responding to Early Adolescent Learners’ (REAL) Reference
Group | Pippa Milroy
• Primary Curriculum Reference Group | Susan Harris Evans

MSCA | MONTESSORI SCHOOLS & CENTRES AUSTRALIA
• MSCA Board | Cathy France

• A new Student Wellbeing staff committee was formulated
and chaired by our Wellbeing Worker; Libby Roberts.
• A new Indonesian Partnership staff committee was established
and chaired by Christine Perry with the aim of continuing
connection with our sister school; Alfa Centauri School in
Bandung, West Java.
• New OSHC platforms were established to ensure compliance with
the new legislation in regard to Child Care Subsidy and subsequent
regulations.
• The school was successful in a 2020 BGA application for the
construction of an extension to, and refurbishment of, the Wairoa
main building.
• State capital funding was directed to redeveloping the Preschool
yard/playground.
• The Wairoa Security system has been extended and upgraded.
• A variety of options were investigated to alleviate ongoing
internet and connectivity problems with a cellular network
solution proving successful.

ADMINISTRATION REVIEWS
• The reviewed and ratified Constitution and Regulations was
disseminated to the school community.
• The annual Board survey completed by Board members, reviewing
Board processes was revised.
• The School’s Values, Vision and Mission was reviewed. All
stakeholders; students, staff, parents and Board members had
input into the review process.
• The school’s Collection Notice was updated and reviewed in line
with Privacy legislation.
• An Admin survey was devised, disseminated and completed by
admin staff resulting in an Admin Review session and subsequent
action plan.
• New photocopiers have been leased and installed at both
campuses.
• An online school review was disseminated to all school families.
• The Student Wellbeing & Engagement Collection survey results
were analysed by Cycle 3 & 4 staff and leadership to inform
future practice.
• The School Facilities Hire Agreement was reviewed.
• The student Mobile Phone Consent/Registration Forms were
reviewed.
• A Commonwealth Government Curriculum audit was conducted.

The Year 6 graduates at their Graduation Ceremony

ADMINISTRATIVE INITIATIVES
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• Board visioning sessions culminated in a Strategic Intentions
document being produced for Board to contemplate and
consider when making strategic decisions.
• A Business Continuity Plan was developed.
• New parent information/education ‘Snippets sessions’ were
introduced fortnightly. Short 20 minute presentations to parents
on a variety of topics were held and presented by Susan Harris
Evans.
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ADMINISTRATION STAFF

Cathy France DipT, BEd

Paul Noon | Business Administrator BA (Accountancy)
Jodie Searle | Receptionist/ Enrolment Officer/
Administration Assistant Dip Nursing
Gabrielle Tooth | Receptionist/Finance Officer/
Wairoa Admin Assistant BComm
Anthea Hagar BA

TEACHING STAFF
Samantha Cameron BEd (ECE), BA
Lyndal Chittleborough Grad Dip Ed, BA, Grad Dip App. Linguistics
Maree Clarke DipT, BEd
Natalie Costello BEd (JrPrim/Prim), Enrolled Nurse
David Coulter BA, BEd (Prim/Mid)
Emily Earl BEd (EC)
Lisa Goodwin BEd (JrPrim/Prim), BEd (ECE)
Rosi Hardy BA, DipEd, Grad DipEd (Montessori)
Susan Harris Evans MEd, BEd, DipEd (Montessori), DipT, Cert IV
Workplace Assess, Grad Cert Ed (Change Leadership)
Lauren Kervers BHlth Sc, Grad DipT
Debbie Lynch DipT (ECE)
Pippa Milroy GradDipEd, BA, Mont. Orientation to Adoles studies
Tim Moore BEd (Upper Prim/Lower Sec), MEd (Soc Just)
Attila Nandori BEd (Prim/Mid)
Ruth Nisbet DipT (ECE), BEd (ECE)
Christine Perry B Teaching & Learning, Dip Outdoor Rec
Penny Raven BEd (JrPrim/Prim), BA
Ellis Robb BEd
Suzie Saffin BEd
Bonnie Scott BSc, MTeach EC
Tristen Turner BEd (JrPrim/Prim)
Anne Winter DipEd

SUPPORT STAFF
Wendy Birch GradDipT, BA(Sc)
Ester Calabro Cert III Montessori Studies & Cert III Ed Support
Toni Coleman
Nikki Green BSC Hons, Cert III Ed Support
Lyn Gryka Cert III EdSupport
Heidi Kaethner Dip ECEC
Narelle Kenning Cert III Children’s Services, Dip Children’s Services
Susan Jenner MEd, BA, Dip Tourism
Kiri Lay BSoc(Sc)
Megan Lynch Cert III CommSer, Cert IV Youth Work
Gabrielle Maher
Denise Manson Dip Proj Mgt, Adv Dip BusSt, Dip Youth Comm Work
Janine Moses
Libby Roberts BAppSc (OT)
Sammi Rolt Dip ECEC
Terri Ross-Marriott Dip Children’s Services
Marissa Woods

GROUNDS & MAINTENANCE
Robert Doolan Cert III ECEC, Cert III Cab Making

SCHOOL MANAGEMENT BOARD
Paul Daly | President (Jan-May) & Immediate Past President
(May-Dec)
Jade Were | Treasurer (Jan–May) & President (May-Dec)
Andrew Every | Vice President (May-Dec)
Joshua Ross | Treasurer (May-Dec)
Bettina Venner | Immediate Past President (Jan-May)
Cathy France | Principal
Susan Harris Evans | Assistant Principal
Paul Noon | Business Administrator
Meg Barker
Ivano Cavuoto
Anwar Daou (May–Dec)
Andrew Park (May–Dec)
Ian Rooney (Jan-May)
Tracey Spokes (Jan-May)
Iain Whitson (June–Dec)
Lisa Goodwin | Staff Representative
The School Board is assisted by:
Jodie Searle | Administration

SCHOOL OFFICE
12 Anderson Road, Aldgate, South Australia, 5154

BANKERS
Commonwealth Bank of Australia , 96 King William St Adelaide

AUDITOR
Nexia Edwards Marshall, Flinders Street, Adelaide

Sunflowers everywhere at the Stirling Christmas pageant
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YULTIWIRRA CAMPUS
12 Anderson Road, Aldgate SA 5154
WAIROA CAMPUS
142 Mt Barker Road, Stirling SA 5152
PHONE 08 8339 6842
@thehillsmontessorischoolaldgate
www.montessori.sa.edu.au

